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 CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
           Power Quality is a term used for describing whether the power line waveform 

is good or not deviates from the ideal single-frequency sine wave of constant 

amplitude and frequency. Nowadays many electronic devices may be developed day 

by day. The more increased in electronic equipments, the more power disturbances 

are faced with in large industries as well as utilities. The measure of power quality 

depends upon the needs of the equipment that is being supplied. The increases in 

using power electronic devices (such as inverters) and installing renewable energy 

power plant (such as wind and solar) have significantly deteriorated the power quality 

(PQ) [1] of a power distribution line because they usually inject harmonics, high 

switching frequencies and varying power output. 

 

AC 220 V

Washing 
Machine

Air conditioner
UPS

 
Figure.1-1. Power quality problem due to domestic appliance 

 

           PQ problems affect both consumers and electric utilities because many 

electronic devices are very sensitive to power system disturbances. Moreover most of 

modern equipments have become the major sources of the degradation of PQ. For 

example, many distortions may be produced by power converters and variable speed
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drives in the supply current and voltage waveform. These distortions may propagate 

all over the electrical network. This situation arises in every place including consumer 

houses as in Figure.1-1 where domestic equipments such as washing machine, 

uninterruptible power supply (UPS), air conditioning, etc. are used. 

           Another causes of quality of power supply depend on a number of external 

factors such as lighting, large load changes in industrial premises and grounding or 

short circuits caused by animals, branches, vehicular impact and human accidents 

involving electric lines. 

 

1.1.     Objectives 
      To develop two platforms used for 

• testing various algorithms implemented in a Power Quality meter 

• generating various conditions for testing a Power Quality meter 

 

1.2.      Scope of the Research 
     This dissertation focuses on the two platforms to implement and test a power 

quality meter applied in utilities as well as industries. 

 

1.3.        Expected Outcome  

• Can be easily chosen which is better for customers in comparison with 

the performance of different PQ meters from different industries. 

 

1.4.       Research Procedure 

• Review relevant literature about FFT algorithms, especially based on 

DSP processor 

• Programming for simulation 

• Propose a FFT algorithm 

• Simulation to confirm the proposed idea 
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1.5.        Outline of Thesis 

                            This thesis is organized as follows: The power quality disturbances 

and monitoring are reviewed in the Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the literature review of 

FFT algorithms and the manual calculation of RMS value is described. Methodology 

is explained in the Chapter 4. The hardware description of the platform is given in 

Chapter 5. The verifications and testing are given in Chapter 6, followed by the 

conclusions in the Chapter 7. 

 



 

 

 CHAPTER ІІ 
 

POWER QUALITY DISTURBANCES AND 
MONITORING 

 
2.1.   Typical  Power Quality Problems 
 
         According to the increased in the power electronic equipments, many designers 

or manufacturers face with  power quality problems  in utilities as well as industries 

nowadays. Power quality problems affect many electronic equipments. There are 

several common parameters that characterize power quality problems in power line 

system. They are 

(1) Surges and spikes 

(2) Harmonics (current& voltage) 

(3) RMS Voltage Fluctuations 

(4) Transient voltages 

(5) Blackouts 

(6)  Electrical Noise 

(7) Sags (under powering) and Swell (over powering)  

(8) Outage 

Some of power quality problems are described in details in the next section. 

2.1.1     Over voltage/ Under voltage 

              Occasionally over or under voltages may be supplied due to abnormal 

operating conditions or events. They last for more than a few seconds. They are 

caused by circuit overloads, poor voltage regulation, and intentional reductions by the 

utility. Long term over or under voltage may affect sensitive electronic equipment. 

Fig.2-1. shows waveform of over voltage/ under voltage. 

 
Fig.2-1.Sample circuit waveform of Over voltage/ Under voltage 
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2.1.2       Voltage Sags (Under powering) and Voltage swell (Over Powering) 

               Voltage sag is a momentary decrease in the voltage outside the normal 

tolerance. When an electrical fault occurs either within our facility or on our system, 

the voltage drop depends on the distance between the equipment and the location of 

the fault. If the distance of the equipment is close to the fault, the voltage drop that 

will be seen at the equipment terminals will be great. The duration of the fault is 

determined by the speed of the circuit protection device (fuse or circuit breaker) that 

detects the fault. If a voltage sag occurs in power distribution line, sensitive electronic 

equipment may be affected. Voltage sags are often caused when heavy loads are 

started, by lighting and by power system faults. 

 

 
Fig.2-2. Sample waveform of Voltage Sag and Voltage Swell 

      

                 A voltage swell is a momentary increase in voltage. Swells may be caused 

by removing a large load from or by adding capacitance to a circuit. Swells may also 

occur when a fault on one phase results in a temporary voltage rise on the unfaulted 

phases. Swells may result in voltages that exceed electronic device ratings. Voltage 

swells are often caused by sudden load decreases or turn-off of heavy equipment. 

Repetitive swells may cause electronic device damage. The waveform representation 

of voltage sag and voltage swell can be illustrated in Fig.2-2. 

 

2.1.3        Electrical Noise and Harmonic Distortion         

                Electrical noise is a distortion of the normal sine wave power and a high 

frequency interference that can be induced on electrical system by those conductors. It 

can be caused by radar and radio transmitter, fluorescent lights, power electronics 

control circuits, arcing utility and industrial equipment, loads with solid-state 

rectifiers and switching power supplies typically used in computer systems. Electrical 
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noise disturbs microprocessor-based equipment, such as microcomputers and 

programmable controllers. 

 

 
Fig.2-3. Sample waveform of Electrical Noise and Harmonic Distortion 

 

                When the 60-cycle voltage waveform is altered by higher frequencies, 

harmonic distortion occurs. The amount of the harmonic distortion is directly related 

to the harmonic content. The magnitude of the harmonic distortion depends on the 

amount of computer- based equipment, communication equipment and other 

electronic equipment in use. A large amount of this equipment in use can generate 

levels of harmonic distortion that can interfere with the operation of other equipment 

within a facility. Harmonic distortion causes motor loads, such as compressors, pumps 

and disk drives to overheat. Fig.2-3 illustrates the sample waveform of electrical noise 

and harmonic distortion. 

 

2.1.4         Spikes (Impulses) 

                 Spikes (impulses) are very short in duration voltage increases. They occur 

on the electrical transmission and distribution system as a result of normal operation 

of fault clearing devices, capacitor switching, or even normal switching of loads by 

the utility or its customers. Since they can damage some electronic components, some 

manufacturers build impulse protection into their products. The protection typically 

consists of a device that safely diverts the incoming impulse into the grounding 

system before it enters the equipment. Spikes can destroy electronic loads and 

breakdown transformer or motor insulation. Fig.2-4. shows the illustration of voltage 

spikes waveform. 
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Fig.2-4. Illustration of voltage spikes waveform 

 

2.1.5        Outage 

                An outage is a complete loss of power that may last from several 

milliseconds to several hours and may be caused by power system faults, accident 

involving power lines, transformer failures and generator failures. Some sensitive 

equipment may be disrupted by outages as short as 15 milliseconds. All equipment 

may be affected by outages. The sample waveform of outage can be shown in Fig.2-5. 

 

 
Fig.2-5. Sample waveform of outage 

 

2.2.        Power Quality Monitoring 
              It is therefore important to monitor PQ in real time because this can help the 

utilities as well as industries in order to detect and correct power quality problem 

quickly. The equipment for this purpose is called a PQ meter. It can measure several 

parameters in real time situation. These are described in the following. 

(1) Active and reactive energy/ power usages 

(2) RMS values of voltage/ current and its power factor 

(3) Line frequency 

(4) Harmonic contents of voltage/current 

(5) Abnormalities (sag, swell, flicker, spike, blackout) 



 

 

CHAPTER III 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 

           There are many algorithms to implement a power quality meter in real time 

situation. To implement the various algorithms, such as calculating FFT (fast Fourier 

transform) and RMS values on a personal computer, the manual calculation of FFT 

and RMS will be needed to compute. Therefore it will be explained how to evaluate 

these values to obtain the desired frequency spectra. 

 

3.1. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

 
          The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is the conversion of time- domain signal 

into equivalent frequency- domain signal. The DFT produces a set of coefficients, 

which are sampled values of the frequency spectrum at regular intervals, just like the 

discrete Fourier series. In this algorithm, the number of samples obtained depends on 

the number of samples in the time sequence. The general formula of the discrete 

Fourier transform is shown in equation (3.1). 
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points. The output sequence ( )X k  is the sampled value of the continuous frequency 

spectrum of ( )x n . In this equation, kn
NW can be substituted instead of 

2 /j kn Ne π− .Therefore the sequence ( )X k can be rewritten as: 

  

                        
1

0
( ) ( )

N
kn

N
n

X k x n W
−

=

=∑              , 0,1,..., 1k N= −                                   (3.2) 

the parameter kn
NW  is called the twiddle factors or constants of the DFT. It is also an 

important value in calculating the Fourier coefficients. 
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3.2. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

         The fast Fourier transform (FFT) [2] is an efficient algorithm that is used for 

converting a discrete time-domain signal into an equivalent discrete frequency-

domain signal based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Nowadays many 

designers utilize this algorithm to implement the various electronic equipments 

because of its much more rapid computation. It is a faster version of the discrete 

Fourier transform. The computation of the sequence ( )X k   is dependent on the value 

of number of samples N  and the number of periods of the signal . In theoretically, for 

computing N samples of ( )X k for 0,1,..., 1k N= − , 2N complex multiplications and 

( )2N N− complex additions are needed. The number of complex multiplication can 

be calculated by 2/ 2*logN N  and the number of complex addition can be calculated 

by the formula of 2*logN N . Therefore the number of complex multiplication and 

addition may be changed depending on the value of N .  

         The basic idea of the FFT is to separate the DFT equation into two parts such as 

even part and odd part as in given equation (3.3). 

          
/2 1 /2 1

2 2

0 0
( ) (2 ) (2 1)

N N
nk k nk

N N
n n

X k x n W W x n W
− −

= =

= + +∑ ∑ ,  0,1,..., 1k N= −                   (3.3) 

                 = 1 2( ) ( )k
NX k W X k+  

where  
/2 1

2
1

0
( ) (2 )

N
nk

N
n

X k x n W
−

=

= ∑  and 
/2 1

2
2

0
( ) (2 1)

N
nk

N
n

X k x n W
−

−

= +∑  . The first part  is the 

DFT of the even sequence and the second part 2 ( )X k is the DFT of the odd sequence. 

The complex factor k
NW  is known as the twiddle factor. These subsequences can be 

subdivided into even and odd sequences until only 2-point DFTs are left. So each 

/ 2N -point DFT is obtained by combining two / 4N -point DFTs, each of that is 

obtained by combining two / 8N -point DFTs, etc. There are two classes of FFT 

algorithms: decimation-in-time (DIT) and decimation-in-frequency (DIF). 
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3.2.1. Decimation-in-Time (DIT) 

            The decimation-in-time (DIT) [2] is the process that decomposes the input 

sequence into smaller subsequences until the simplest computation remains. In the 

decimation-in-time algorithm, the N -samples sequence is first divided into two 

sequences: the even numbered sequence and the odd numbered sequence. The DFT 

can be divided into two DFTs of length / 2N . So the equation can be rewritten as in 

the following: 

                      

                      
1

0
( ) ( )

N
kn

N
n

X k x n W
−

=

=∑                                                                              (3.4)  

                                =
( /2) 1 ( /2) 1

2 (2 1)

0 0
(2 ) (2 1)

N N
mk m k

N N
m m

x m W x m W
− −

+

= =

+ +∑ ∑  

 

The first part is the even part of the sequence and the second part is the odd part of the 

sequence. In the above equation, the twiddle factor 2nk
NW is equal to : 

                    

                          
2 222 /2

/2

j mk j mkmk mkN N
N NW e e W

π π
− −

= = =                                                    (3.5) 

The reformulated equation of the output sequence ( )X k can be described as follow. 

 

                          
( /2) 1 ( /2) 1

1 /2 2 /2
0 0

( ) ( ) ( )
N N

mk k mk
N N N

m m
X k x m W W x m W

− −

= =

= +∑ ∑                                (3.6) 

where 1( ) (2 )x m x m=  and 2 ( ) (2 1)x m m= + . According to the above formula, each of 

the summation terms is reduced to a / 2N two point DFT. The two point DFT is 

called a butterfly, and it is the simplest computational kernel of Radix-2 FFT 

algorithms. Each butterfly consists of a single complex multiplication by a twiddle 

factor k
NW , one addition and one subtraction. The butterfly representation for the 

decimation-in-time FFT algorithm can be illustrated in Figure.3-1. 
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(0)x

(1)x
−

nk
NW

(0) (0) (1)nk
NX x W x= +

(1) (0) (1)nk
NX x W x= −

 
 

Figure.3-1. Flow graph for a butterfly computation 

 

           In decimation-in-time algorithm, the output sequence is in sequential order, 

while the input sequence has the unusual order. Before the calculation, the order of 

the input sequence is actually arranged as if each index was written in binary form 

and then the order of binary digits was reversed. Each of the time sample indices in 

decimal is needed to convert to its binary representation. The binary bit streams are 

then reversed. Converting the reversed binary numbers to decimal values gives the 

reordered time indices. If the input is in natural order, the output will be in bit-

reversed order. Most modern DSP chips such as the TMS32055xx provide the bit-

reversal addressing mode to support this bit-reversal process. Therefore the input 

sequence can be stored with the bit-reversed addresses computed by the hardware. 

Figure.3-2 shows the flow graph which illustrates the 8 points DFT. 
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Figure.3-2. Flow graph illustrating of N-point DFT, N=8 

 

3.2.2. Decimation-in-Frequency (DIF) 

 

          Another algorithm of fast Fourier transform is the decimation-in-frequency 

(DIF) [2].  The development of the decimation-in-frequency FFT algorithm is similar 

to the decimation-in-time algorithm. In this algorithm, it consists of two steps. The 

first step is to divide the data sequence into two halves, each of / 2N samples. Then 

the output sequence ( )X k can be expressed as the sum of two components as 

described in equation (3.7): 

    
( /2) 1 1

0 /2
( ) ( ) ( )

N N
nk nk

N N
n n N

X k x n W x n W
− −

= =

= +∑ ∑                                               (3.7)                                                               

           

          =  
( /2) 1 ( /2) 1

( /2)

0 0
( )

2

N N
nk N k nk

N N N
n n

Nx n W W x n W
− −

= =

 + + 
 

∑ ∑       

    

        The next step is to separate the frequency terms ( )X k into even and odd samples 

of k .Therefore the output samples can be described as the following equations: 
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( /2) 1

/2
0

(2 ) ( )
2

N
kn

N
n

NX k x n x n W
−

=

  = + +    
∑                                              (3.8)                                             

 
( /2) 1

/2
0

(2 1) ( )
2

N
k kn

N N
n

NX k x n x n W W
−

=

  + = − +    
∑                                    (3.9)                                                  

 

         where , 0,1, 2,..., 1k n N= − . The process of decomposition continues until the 

last stage consists of 2-point DFTs. The decomposition and symmetry relationships 

are reversed from the decimation-in-time algorithm. In this algorithm, the bit reversal 

occurs at the output instead of the input in decimation-in-time algorithm. Figure.3-3. 

illustrates the decomposition of an N -point DFT into two / 2N DFTs. The output 

sample is equal for both algorithms. The important differences between FFT 

algorithms concern how data are passed to and from the subroutines.  

 

 
Figure.3-3. Decomposition of an N -point DFT into two / 2N DFTs 
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3.3.     Calculation of Root Mean Square (RMS) Value 
           Root mean square (RMS) [3] is a fundamental measurement of the magnitude 

of an ac signal. It is the square root of the arithmetic mean of the square of the 

original values. Its operation can be used in various fields, including electrical 

engineering. It can be applied not only in  continuous signal but also in  discrete 

signal.  The rms value of a continuous signal ( )V t is mathematically defined as 

 

                                                               2

0

1 ( )
T

RMSV V t dt
T

= × ∫                              (3.10)   

 

               where ( )V t is the continuous input signal, T is the period and RMSV  is the rms 

value of the voltage. The rms value of the current can be calculated with the same 

formula for continuous signal. In this formula the integration sign may be used. 

              For discrete time signal, the rms calculation involves squaring the signal, 

taking the average, and obtaining the square root. It can be described in the following 

formula 

                                                             2

1

1 ( )
N

RMS
i

V V i
N =

= ×∑                                 (3.11) 

 

              where ( )V i is the input signal, N is the number of points and RMSV is the rms 

value of the voltage. In contrast with the continuous signal, the summation sign may 

be used in discrete time signal. The rms value of the current can be calculated with the 

same formula. Even though the calculation is a bit more complicated for power and 

current, it is easy to determine the value of the voltage. 



 

 

CHAPTER ІV 

METHODOLOGY  

 
              In this chapter, the operation of the hardware devices will be explained how 

to implement and test power quality meter. The internal block diagram of the 

proposed PQ meter is shown in Fig.4-1. The voltage and current sensors scale the 

incoming AC voltage/ currents using a resistive divider and current transformer. An 

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converts sampled V/I signals into streams of digital 

data. The digital signal processor (DSP) performs digital calculation (such as fast 

Fourier transform) to obtain the desired PQ parameters. The liquid crystal display 

(LCD) shows the PQ parameters, time and status. 

 

Switching
Supply DSP

Analog to Digital

LCD

V-sense I-sense

AC in AC Out

 
 

Figure.4-1.The internal blocks of a PQ meter 
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4.1.       A DSP Based Platform for PQ Measurement 
                In this project, the DSP development board TMS320C5515 [5] as  shown in 

Fig.4-2. is selected as the main platform in order to save effort time as opposed to 

conventional microcontroller. This board consists of several components that are 

suitable for implementing the PQ meter. They are       

a) A low power 16-bit fixed point DSP running at 100MHz. It has an 

internal 128KB ROM and 192KB RAM. 

b) An FFT accelerator for FFT calculation built-in the DSP chip. 

c) 128MB RAM, 16MB flash and 256KB EEPROM on board 

memory. 

d) 128 x 128 map color LCD display 

e) USB 2.0, RS232, SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) 

f) JTAG for program downloading and debugging 

g) MMC/ SD connector for additional external storage 

h) Expansion connectors for Blue Tooth interface 

i) 10 User push button switches 

 

 
 

Figure.4-2. Picture of DSP board (TMS320C5515) 

 

                 In this work, the proposed method is to develop FFT (fast Fourier 
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transform) algorithm for implementing on the TMS320C5515 DSP to obtain the 

desired PQ parameters. It is one of the most commonly used techniques for digital 

signal processing because of its computational efficiency. The TMS320C5505/15 

(C5505/15) DSP [7] includes an FFT hardware accelerator (HWAFFT) that is tightly 

coupled with the CPU (central processing unit), allowing high FFT processing 

performance at very low power. 

 

4.2.        A Platform for PQ Testing 
               As it is hard to find various conditions for testing a PQ meter in the real 

situation, an instrumental setup or test bench is build up in the laboratory. The test 

bench utilizes a signal generator for generating waveforms that simulate voltage and 

current for testing it under various situations such as harmonics and spike. The test 

bench needs an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) with large memory for storing 

sampled data. When the amount of memory is large, we choose an arbitrary waveform 

generator for testing a PQ meter in real situation. A high speed data acquisition (DAQ) 

module NI USB 6216 [6] as shown in Fig.4-3 should be able to use with high speed 

USB connection with a personal computer in order to develop a low cost with high 

flexible AWG for this test. 

 
Figure.4-3. Picture of National Instrument USB 6216 

 

                 The NI USB-6216 [9] is a bus-powered USB M Series multifunction data 

acquisition (DAQ) module optimized for superior accuracy at fast sampling rates. It 

offers 16 analog inputs, 400KS/s sampling rate, two analog outputs, 32 digital I/O 
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lines, four programmable input ranges ( ± 0.2 to ± 10 V) per channel, digital 

triggering, and two counter/timers. The USB-6216 is designed specifically for mobile 

or space-constrained applications. This product does not require external power 

supply because it is only a hardware USB device to connect with a personal computer. 

It can also be quickly acquired, analyzed and presented data without programming 

because every M Series DAQ device includes a copy of NI LabVIEW Signal Express 

LE data-logging software. 

 

4.3.        ADC Board for Developing a Power Quality Meter 
                The operation of ADC board as shown in Fig.4-4.  is to perform analog to 

digital conversion (ADC) of voltage and current waveforms obtained from the voltage 

and current sensors using transformers. It employs ADS 8556 chip [8] which has 6 

analog inputs (of which two channels are used), a maximum sampling rate of 250 kHz 

and 16 bit resolution. Digitized data are multiplexed and serially read through the SPI 

(Serial Peripheral Interface) port of the DSP. The full sampling rate is used to capture 

transient waveform as short as 4uS. However, the DSP is programmed to down 

sample it to 10KSamples/Sec before applying 1000 points (5 cycles) FFT algorithm to 

yield up to 30th harmonic. The ADC board can digitized automatically the analog 

input signals of voltages and currents. 

 

 
Figure.4-4 Picture of ADS 8556 chip 
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4.4         Power Quality Monitoring System of the Whole Process 
              The power quality monitoring system is built around the Texas Instruments 

TMS320C5515 [4] DSP evaluation board that is interface to a computer for 

presentation and data logging purposes. The proposed system of the whole project is 

depicted in Fig.4-5. This project presents a system that can monitor power-line 

voltage and current waveforms. In implementing a power quality meter in this project, 

the analog input signal of voltage and current (AC220V, 50Hz) form the voltage and 

current sensors using a single phase transformer is applied to the analog-to-digital 

converter (ADC) board. It converts the incoming analog input signal to discrete 

output signals. In this portion,  the heart of the process is the Texas Instrument DSP 

TMS320C5515 evaluation board. It is used as a PQ platform to implement a power 

quality meter. The designer can write a C program on a personal computer to 

implement various algorithms such as calculating FFT and RMS values and download 

the program to the DSP board. Moreover the methods and algorithms applied by other 

researchers can be improved in this section.  
 

VT

CT

0-500Volt

0-100Amp

TMS 320C5515

 c-1.jpg

Computer
ADC

NI USB 6216DAQ

V I

 
Figure.4-5. Block Diagram of the whole process 

 

               The arbitrary platform is used to test a PQ parameters based on NI DAQ 

module connected with a personal computer. In this portion, waveforms of arbitrary 

shapes such as pure sinusoidal of any frequency , harmonic of any order, voltage sag 
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and transient can be programmed on the computer and download to the DAQ board in 

real time for testing a power quality meter. The resulted output power signal can be 

compared with the implemented value. By using these two conventional platforms, 

the development of power quality meter can be easily constructed and tested. 



 

 

CHAPTER V 

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION  

       
         In this chapter, the hardware description of the TMS320C5515 EVM used as 

the main platform in this project will be explained. It is a standalone development 

platform that enables users to evaluate and develop applications. It is widely used in 

many applications such as portable voice/audio devices, noise cancellation 

headphones, software-defined radio, musical instruments, medical monitoring devices, 

wireless microphones, biometrics, industrial instruments, telephony, and audio cards. 

Figure 5-1 shows the picture of TMS320C5515 EVM [5].   

 

LCD

Communication 
Port

DSP Chip

MMC/SD 
Connector

JTAG Header
Daughter Card 

Interface

+5 Volt In

 
Figure. 5-1. Picture of DSP Evaluation Board 

 

            There are several key features in DSP Evaluation Board. The main 

components are 128x128 bit mapped color LCD display to show the PQ parameter, 

time and status, Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) for program downloading and 

debugging, MMC/SD (Multimedia Card or Secure Digital Card Connector) for 

additional external storage, On-Chip RAM composed of 64K Bytes of Dual-Access 
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RAM (DARAM) and 256K Bytes of Single-Access RAM(SARAM) , and 128K 

Bytes of On-Chip ROM to store data, fixed point digital signal processor for low 

power application with high performance and USB port for communicating with 

personal computer. 

 

 5.1.   Functional Block Diagram of DSP Processor 

           The processor is a member of TI’s TMS320C5000TM fixed-point Digital Signal 

Processor (DSP) [5]  product family and is designed for low-power application. The 

functional block diagram of DSP Processor can be illustrated in Figure 5-2. It consists 

of the following primary components: 
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Figure.5-2.Functional Block Diagram 
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1) Dual MAC (multiply-accumulate), C55x CPU 

2) On-Chip memory: 320KB RAM (64KB DARAM, 256 KB 

SARAM) , 128KB ROM 

3) HWAFFT that supports 8- to 1024-point (powers of 2) real 

and    complex-valued FFTs 

4) Power management module 

5) A set of I/O peripherals that includes I2C, I2S, SPI, UART, 

Timers, EMIF, MMC/SD, GPIO, 10-bit SAR, LCD 

Controller, USB 2.0, DMA controller 

6) Three on-chip LDO Regulators 

7) SDRAM/ mSDRAM support 

 

5.1.1.    C55x DSP CPU 

             The CPU[5]  is the important part of the processor. It supports an internal bus 

structure that consists of one program bus, one 32-bit data read bus and two 16-bit 

data read buses, two 16-bit data write buses, and additional buses dedicated to 

peripheral and DMA activity. These buses provide the ability to perform up to four 

16-bit data reads and two 16-bit data writes in a single cycle.  

             The C55x CPU provides two multiply-accumulate (MAC) units, each capable 

of 17-bit x 17-bit multiplication and the addition of 32-bit in a single cycle. A central 

40-bit arithmetic/logic unit (ALU) is supported by an additional 16-bit ALU. The 

ALUs may be used under instruction set control, providing the ability to optimize 

parallel activity and power consumption. These resources are managed in the Address 

Unit (AU) and Data Unit (DU) of the C55x CPU.  

            The C55x CPU supports a variable byte width instruction set for improved 

code density. The Instruction Unit (IU) performs 32-bit program fetches from internal 

and external memory, stores them in a 128-byte Instruction Buffer Queue, and queues 

instructions for the Program Unit (PU). The Program Unit decodes the instructions, 

directs tasks to the Address Unit (AU) and Data Unit (DU) resources, and manages 

the fully protected pipeline.  
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 5.1.2.    FFT Hardware Accelerator 

             The FFT Hardware Accelerator [7]  is a tightly-coupled, software-controlled 

coprocessor designed to perform FFT and inverse FFT (IFFT) computations on 

complex data vectors ranging in length from 8 to 1024 points (powers of 2). It is 

physically located outside of the DSP core but has access to the core’s full memory 

read bandwidth, access to the core’s internal registers and accumulators, and access to 

its address generation units. The HWAFFT cannot access the data write busses or 

memory mapped registers (MMRs). It can also generate internal twiddle factor for 

optimal use of memory bandwidth and is more efficient for programming. 

             The core of the HWAFFT consists of a single Radix-2 Butterfly implemented 

in hardware. It can support Single-stage and Double-stage modes to compute one or 

two stages in one pass. The double-stage mode is significant to speed-up for large 

FFT lengths. The single-stage mode is provided when the final stage is necessary to 

compute alone because the number of required stages is odd at a lower acceleration 

rate.  It implements a Radix-2 DIT structure that returns the FFT or IFFT result in  bit-

reversed order. It is 4 to 6 times energy efficient and 2.2 to 3.8 times faster than FFT 

computations on the CPU. 

 

5.1.3.   Memory Allocation 

           The device peripheral set includes 320K Bytes Zero-Wait State On-Chip RAM 

that is composed of 64K Bytes of Dual-access RAM (DARAM) [10] with 8 Blocks of 

4K x 16-Bit and 256K Bytes of Single-Access RAM (SARAM) with 32 Blocks of 4K 

x 16-Bit. It also consists of 128K Bytes of Zero Wait-State On-Chip ROM with 4 

Blocks of 16K x 16-Bit. It includes an external memory interface (EMIF) that 

provides glueless access to asynchronous memories like EPROM, NOR, NAND, and 

SRAM, as well as to high-speed, high-density memories such as synchronous DRAM 

(SDRAM) and mobile SDRAM (mSDRAM). 
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5.1.4    Peripheral Interfacing 

 

5.1.4.1.   Direct Memory Access (DMA) 

               The TMS320C5515 Digital Signal Processor includes four Direct Memory 

Access (DMA) controller with four DMA channels each for a total of 16 DMA 

channels. This controller is used to move data among internal memory, external 

memory, and peripherals without intervention from the CPU and in the background of 

CPU operation. Each DMA controller can perform one 32-bit data transfer per cycle, 

in parallel and independent of the CPU activity.  

 

5.1.4.2.  Successive Approximation Register (SAR) 

              The successive approximation register (SAR) in the device is a 10-bit  

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) using a switched capacitor architecture that 

converts an analog input signal to a digital value at a maximum rate of 64 kilo 

samples per second (ksps) for use by the DSP. This SAR module provides six 

channels that are connected to four general-purpose analog pins that can be used as 

general- purpose outputs. 

 

5.1.4.3.   General-Purpose Timers (GP) 

                In addition the device also includes three 32-bit General-Purpose Timers. 

Each timer can be used as a general-purpose (GP) timer. Timer2 also contains a      

16-bit Watchdog (WD) which shares the same clock gating bit as the GP but works 

independently. General purpose timers are typically used to provide interrupts to the 

CPU to schedule periodic tasks or a delayed task. The general-purpose (GP) timers 

are 32-bit prescalar that divides the CPU system clock and uses this scaled value as a 

reference clock. These timers can be used to generate periodic interrupts. Watchdog 

timers are used to reset the CPU in the event of a deadlocked state, such as a non-

existing code loop. In contrast with 32-bit timers, watchdog timer is a 32-bit timer 

composed of a 16-bit counter with a 16-bit prescalar that divides the CPU system 

clock and uses this scaled value as a reference clock. 
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5.1.4.4.  Real Time Clock (RTC) 

              The device includes a real time clock (RTC)  that provides a time reference 

to an application executing on the DSP. The RTC has its own crystal input, clock 

domain, and core and I/O power supplies. The separate clock domain allows the RTC 

to run while the rest of the device is clock gated. The RTC has the capability to  

wake-up the rest of the device through an alarm interrupt, periodic interrupt, or 

external WAKEUP signal. 

 

5.1.4.5.   Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) 

               The serial peripheral interface (SPI) in this device is a high-speed 

synchronous serial input/output port that allows a serial bit stream of programmed 

length (1 to 32 bits) to be shifted into and out of the device at a programmed           

bit-transfer rate. The SPI supports multi-chip operation of up to four SPI slave devices. 

The SPI can only operate in master mode only. The SPI is normally used for 

communication between the DSP and external peripherals. 

 

5.1.4.6.   Inter-IC Sound (I2S) Bus 

               The Inter-IC Sound (I2S) Bus is used as an interface for full-duplex serial 

ports such as those found in audio or voice-band analog to digital converters (ADC) to 

acquire audio signals or digital to analog converters (DAC) to drive speakers and 

headphones. It allows serial transfer of full duplex streaming data, usually streaming 

audio, between DSP and an external I2S peripheral such as an audio codec. The DSP 

includes four independent I2S modules. 

 

5.1.4.7.   Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) 

               The inter-integrated circuit (I2C) peripheral in the device provides an 

interface between the DSP and other devices that are compliant with the I2C-bus 

specification and connected to an I2C bus. External components that are attached to 

this two-wire serial bus can transmit and receive data that is up  to eight bits wide 

both to and from the DSP through the I2C peripheral. 
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5.1.4.8.   Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART)             

               The universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) peripheral  

performs serial-to-parallel conversions on data received from a peripheral device and 

parallel-to-serial conversion on data received from the CPU. The CPU can read the 

UART status at any time. The UART includes control capability and a processor 

interrupt system that can be tailored to minimize software management of the 

communications link. The UART can be operated with or without the FIFOs. 

 

5.1.4.9.   Multimedia Card/Secure Digital Card (MMC/SD) 

               The multimedia card (MMC)/secure digital (SD) card  is used in a number of 

applications to provide removable data storage. The MMC/SD card controller 

provides an interface to MMC, SD and SDHC external cards. The CPU and DMA 

controller can read/write the data in the card by accessing the registers in the 

MMC/SD controller. 

 

5.1.4.10. Universal Serial Bus (USB) 

               The universal serial bus (USB) controller provides a low-cost connectivity 

solution for consumer portable devices by providing a mechanism for data transfer 

between USB devices up to 480 Mbps. With the USB controller, the DSP can be used 

to create  a high-speed USB slave device that is complaint with the Universal Serial 

Bus Specification version 2.0. The USB controller can be allowed to be forced into 

full-speed mode and high-speed mode may be used for debug purposes.  

 

5.1.4.11. Liquid Crystal Display Controller (LCDC) 

               The liquid crystal display controller (LCDC) supports asynchronous 

(memory-mapped) LCD interfaces. The LCD controller consists of two independent 

controllers, the Raster Controller and the LCD Interface Display Driver (LIDD) 

controller. Each controller operates independently from the other and only one of 

them is active at any given time. 
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5.2.        On-Chip Single-Access RAM (SARAM) 

              SARAM [5] stands for Single- Access Random Access Memory. It is located 

at the byte address range 010000h - 04FFFFh and is composed of 32 blocks of               

4 K words each as shown in Table 5-1. It can perform one access per cycle (one read 

or one write).  In this memory, two dataBuffers  namely dataBuffer1 and dataBuffer2 

may be accessed. If the dataBuffer1 is full, the data from buffer1 can be filled up  to 

sample  the voltage in channel 0 of dataBuffer1 and the current in channel 1 of 

dataBuffer1. If the condition is not correct, the data from buffer2 can be stored to 

sample the voltage in channel 0 of buffer2 and the current in channel 1 of buffer2 in 

the same way. Therefore the sampled data can be stored in the corresponding block 

number alternatively. And then the active power, reactive power, power factor and 

energy of the sampled voltage and current can be calculated and stored in the memory 

block. SARAM can be accessed by the internal program, data, or DMA buses. 

SARAM is also accessed by the USB and LCD DMA buses. 
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Table 5-1. SARAM Blocks 

 

CPU 
BYTE ADDRESS RANGE 

MEMORY 
BLOCK 

APPLICATION OF 
MEMORY 

010000h - 011FFFh SARAM 0 VOLTAGE-SAMPLES 
012000h - 013FFFh SARAM 1 CURRENT-SAMPLES 
014000h - 015FFFh SARAM 2  
016000h - 017FFFh SARAM 3  
018000h - 019FFFh SARAM 4  
01A000h - 01BFFFh SARAM 5  
01C000h - 01DFFFh SARAM 6  
01E000h - 01FFFFh SARAM 7  
020000h - 021FFFh SARAM 8 VOLTAGE-SAMPLES 
022000h - 023FFFh SARAM 9 CURRENT-SAMPLES 
024000h - 025FFFh SARAM 10  
026000h - 027FFFh SARAM 11  
028000h - 029FFFh SARAM 12  
02A000h - 02BFFFh SARAM 13  
02C000h - 02DFFFh SARAM 14  
02E000h - 02FFFFh SARAM 15  
030000h - 031FFFh SARAM 16 ENERGY-DATA 
032000h - 033FFFh SARAM 17  
034000h - 035FFFh SARAM 18  
036000h - 037FFFh SARAM 19  
038000h - 039FFFh SARAM 20  
03A000h - 03BFFFh SARAM 21  
03C000h - 03DFFFh SARAM 22  
03E000h - 03FFFFh SARAM 23  
040000h - 041FFFh SARAM 24  
042000h - 043FFFh SARAM 25  
044000h - 045FFFh SARAM 26  
046000h - 047FFFh SARAM 27  
048000h - 049FFFh SARAM 28  
04A000h - 04BFFFh SARAM 29  
04C000h - 04DFFFh SARAM 30  
04E000h - 04FFFFh SARAM 31  
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5.3.       On-Chip Dual - Access RAM (DARAM) 

              DARAM [5] stands for Dual Access Random Access Memory. Its CPU byte 

address range is between 000000h and 00FFFFh and it consists of eight blocks        

4K words each in contrast with SARAM as shown in Table 5-2. Each DARAM block 

can perform two accesses per cycle (two reads, two writes, or a read and a write). In 

this memory, the data can be stored to the given block and the fast Fourier transform  

of the sampled voltage can be calculated in the same block during the same cycle. 

Similarly the fast Fourier transform of the current can also be stored and calculated in 

the block at the corresponding cycle. The DARAM can be accessed by the internal 

program, data, or  DMA buses just like the SARAM.  

 

Table 5-2. DARAM Blocks 
 
  

CPU       
BYTE ADDRESS RANGE 

MEMORY BLOCK APPLICATION 
OF MEMORY 

000000h - 001FFFh DARAM 0 FFT OF VOLTAGE 
002000h - 003FFFh DARAM 1 FFT OF CURRENT 
004000h - 005FFFh DARAM 2  
006000h - 007FFFh DARAM 3  
008000h - 009FFFh DARAM 4  
00A000h - 00BFFFh DARAM 5  
00C000h - 00DFFFh DARAM 6  
00E000h - 00FFFFh DARAM 7  

 
 



 

 

CHAPTER VI 
 

VERIFICATIONS AND TESTING 
 

           Since the resultant data from the DSP board can’t be transferred to the personal 

computer all the time, the GUI-panel may be used to request the data. In this chapter, 

the simulation results of the various waveforms of the voltage and current are shown 

with the following examples. In the first testing, the sinusoidal 100Hz frequency of 

output voltage and the sinusoidal 50Hz frequency with 3rd and 5th harmonics of output 

current are generated using data acquisition board. The amplitude of the voltage and 

current from the data acquisition board can be considered as 2V. The scaling factor 

for 2V is approximately equal to 0.049. Therefore the amplitude of the generated 

signal is 311V in both waveforms. The simulated voltage and current waveforms and 

their corresponding FFT magnitudes are illustrated in Fig.6-1. 
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(a) Simple sinusoidal 100Hz frequency of voltage waveform 
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(b) FFT magnitude of voltage in Fig (a) 

 

         The equation for generating the analog current signal is described in equation 

(6.1) 

sin(2 ) /10 sin(2 3 ) /15 sin(2 5 )a f t a f t a f tπ π π× × + × × × + × × ×                 (6.1) 

In the above equation, the fundamental frequency is 50Hz, the amplitude of the 3rd 

harmonics is 1/10 times of the fundamental frequency and the amplitude of the 5th 

harmonics is 1/15 times of the fundamental frequency.  Therefore the amplitude of the 

FFT spectrum at the frequency of 150Hz is approximately equal to 31.1V and at the 

frequency of 250Hz is approximately equal to 20.7V. It can be illustrated in Fig.6-1 

(d).  
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(c) Sinusoidal frequency 50Hz with 3rd and 5th harmonics of current 

waveform 
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(d) FFT magnitude of current in Fig (c) 

Figure.6-1.Measured several waveforms from experiment 
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          In the next testing, the pure sinusoidal waveform 50Hz frequency and the 

square waveform of 25Hz frequency from 10ms to 20ms can be considered as the 

analog output voltage and current. The analog output current pulse can be generated 

by the following equation: 

( 0.01) ( 0.02)step t step t− − −                                               (6.2)  

which means that the amplitude of current signal  increases at t=10ms and decreases 

at t=20ms. According to the above testing, the simulated values of voltage and current 

waveforms and the corresponding FFT magnitude of voltage and current are 

illustrated in Figure.6-2. Note that the FFT of the current in Fig.6-2(d) follows the 

sin x
x

shape which agrees with theory. 
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(a)   Pure sinusoidal waveform of 50Hz frequency of analog output voltage 
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(b) FFT magnitude of voltage in Fig. (a) 
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(c)     Square waveform from 10ms to 20ms of output current with 25Hz 

                     frequency 
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(d) FFT magnitude of current in Fig (c) 

Figure.6-2.Measured waveforms from testing 

           In the next experiment, the sinusoidal waveform of 50Hz frequency with 3rd 

harmonics of analog output current is generated in Fig.6-3 (a) with its FFT output 

shown in Fig.6-3(b). The equation for generating the analog output current with 3rd 

harmonics is 

sin(2 ) / 2 sin(2 3 )a f t a f tπ π× × + × × ×                                            (6.3) 

where the amplitude of the 3rd harmonics is half of the fundamental frequency. So the 

amplitude of FFT spectrum of the 3rd harmonics is approximately equal to half of the 

amplitude of current at the frequency of 50 Hz. The simulated values of voltage and 

current and their respective FFT magnitudes can be produced in the following 

Figure.6-3.  

                  A 50Hz sinusoidal wave with 80% under voltage at 100ms of analog output 

voltage can be tested. The analog output voltage signal has a period of 100ms can be 

generated with the following equation:  

sin(2 ) 0.8 sin(2 ) ( 0.1)a f t a f t step tπ π× × − × × × × −                        (6.4) 

where f  is the fundamental frequency and its value is 50Hz. In this case when the 

time is at 100ms, the amplitude is 0.8 less than the value of the sinusoidal waveform. 
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Therefore the amplitude of the voltage waveform is decreased until about 60 V at 

t=100ms.  
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(a) Current waveform of sinusoidal wave 50Hz frequency with 3rd harmonics 
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(b) FFT magnitude of current in Fig (a) 
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(c) Voltage waveform of sinusoidal wave with 80% under voltage at 100ms 

Figure.6-3. Measured waveforms from testing 

 

           In the next experiment, the sinusoidal 100Hz frequency with 20% overvoltage 

at 25ms of analog output voltage and the sinusoidal 50Hz frequency decrease in 

current at 10ms of analog output current can be tested. The analog output voltage can 

be calculated as the following formula: 

sin(2 ) 0.2 sin(2 ) ( 0.025)a f t a f t step tπ π× × + × × × × −                    (6.5) 

where the amplitude of the voltage waveform  is increased in  20% of  the value of the 

pure sinusoidal waveform at t=25ms. The sinusoidal wave 50Hz frequency decrease 

in current at 10ms can be evaluated with the equation: 

( ( ) / 2 ( 0.01)) sin(2 )a step t a step t f tπ× − × − × ×                               (6.6) 

where the amplitude of the current waveform  is decreased in 1/2 times of the 

reference input value when t is equal to 10ms. The fundamental frequency used in this 

equation is 50Hz. The simulated results of voltage and current by using Matlab 

programming can be shown in Figure.6-4.  
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(a) Sinusoidal waveform of 100Hz frequency with 20% overvoltage at 25ms 
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(b)    Sinusoidal wave 50Hz frequency decrease in current at 10ms 

Figure.6-4. Measured waveforms from testing 
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            In accordance with the following Figure.6-5, not only the measured 

waveforms of voltage and current but also the FFT magnitudes can be produced. The 

50Hz sinusoidal waveform with 20th harmonics of analog output voltage and the 

sawtooth wave of 100Hz frequency of analog output current can be generated. The 

50Hz sinusoidal waveform with 20th harmonics of analog output voltage can be 

generated by the following equation: 

sin(2 ) /10 sin(2 20 )a f t a f tπ π× × + × × ×                                       (6.7) 

where the fundamental frequency is 50Hz. The amplitude of the FFT spectrum is 

approximately equivalent to the value of 31.1 Volt at the frequency of 1000Hz. This 

can be shown in Figure.6-4 (b). 
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(a) Sinusoidal waveform 50Hz frequency with 20th harmonics 
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(b)  FFT magnitude of voltage in Fig (a) 
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(c) Sawtooth waveform with 100Hz frequency 
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(d)   FFT magnitude of current in Fig (c) 

Figure.6-5. Measured waveforms from experiment 

   

 



 

CHAPTER VII 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

            This dissertation focuses on two platforms for developing and testing a power 

quality meter. Many designers or manufacturers face with power quality problems 

because many power electronics equipments are very sensitive to power system 

disturbances. Therefore some power quality disturbances faced with in utilities as well 

as industries and how to monitor these problems are given in Chapter 2. There are 

many algorithms for implementing a power quality meter on a personal computer. In 

order to implement the various algorithms, such as calculating fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) and RMS values of sample voltage and current , the manual calculation of FFT 

and RMS will be needed to compute. Therefore the literature review of FFT and RMS 

value calculation are discussed  in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4,  the internal block diagram 

of the power quality meter that is the important part in this dissertation is described. In 

this chapter, the two major platforms such as PQ platform used for PQ measurement 

with its some specific specifications and arbitrary platform used for testing with its 

general specifications  are explained in details. In real situation, it is difficult to find 

various conditions for testing a power quality meter. So  arbitrary waveform generator 

will be needed with large memory for storing sample data.  

           The analog input signals of voltage and current generated from a personal 

computer  using digital to analog converter called DAQ board may be sent to the 

analog-to-digital converter. And then the digitized value of voltage and current may 

be sent to the digital signal processor for performing digital calculations to obtain the 

desired PQ parameters. The designer can write a program on a personal computer  to 

implement various algorithms such calculating FFT , RMS, power factor, and any 

other values of voltage and current and download the program on the DSP board for 

execution via a black USB.  The hardware description of the board is given in Chapter 

5. In this portion the important part of the dsp board such as dsp chip, FFT hardware 

accelerator built in dsp chip, memory allocation in the block and interfaced 

peripherals is described. The generated analog output signals of voltage and current 
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from the data acquisition board are compared with the data produced from the DSP 

board by using the GUI panel in  MATLAB programming in Chapter 6, based on 

simulation results.  
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APPENDIX A 
MATLAB Programming for Calculating the FFT value  

 

  % Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

gui_Singleton = 1; 

gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 

                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 

                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @PQ_GUI_PANEL_OpeningFcn, ... 

                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @PQ_GUI_PANEL_OutputFcn, ... 

                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 

                   'gui_Callback',   []); 

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 

    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end 

 if nargout 

    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

else 

    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 

end 

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

 %% --- Executes just before PQ_GUI_PANEL is made visible. 

function PQ_GUI_PANEL_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 

% hObject    handle to figure 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

% varargin   command line arguments to PQ_GUI_PANEL (see VARARGIN) 

clc; 

global SerialObj sine_data cosine_data; 

 % Choose default command line output for PQ_GUI_PANEL 

handles.output = hObject; 

% Update handles structure 
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guidata(hObject, handles); 

 % UIWAIT makes PQ_GUI_PANEL wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 

% uiwait(handles.figure1); 

 % Define parameter for serial object 

COMPORT = 'COM4'; 

% Baudrate = 9600; 

% Baudrate = 57600; 

Baudrate = 115200; 

DataBits = 8; 

None = 'none'; 

StopBits = 1; 

% ByteOrder = 'bigEndian'; 

ByteOrder = 'littleEndian'; 

InputBufferSize = 40000; 

OutputBufferSize = 1000; 

Timeout = 4; 

 disp(['Create SerialObj ',COMPORT]); 

SerialObj = serial(COMPORT); 

set(SerialObj,'baudrate',Baudrate,... 

               'dataBits',DataBits,... 

               'flowControl',None,... 

               'parity',None,... 

               'stopBits',StopBits,... 

               'byteOrder',ByteOrder,... 

               'inputBufferSize',InputBufferSize,... 

               'outputBufferSize',OutputBufferSize,... 

               'Timeout',Timeout); 

set(handles.Comport_tb, 'String', COMPORT); 

set(handles.ComStatus, 'String', get(SerialObj,'Status')); 

disp(['COMPORT Status = ',get(SerialObj,'status')]); 

disp('Opening PQ_GUI_PANEL'); 

%% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 
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function Graph_menu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Graph_menu (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

global SelectNum; 

% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows. 

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 

end 

set(hObject,'String',strvcat('DATA Voltage',... 

                             'DATA Current',... 

                             'FFT_Voltage_Real',... 

                             'FFT_Voltage_Imag',... 

                             'FFT_Current_Real',... 

                             'FFT_Current_Imag')); 

SelectNum = get(hObject,'Value'); 

disp('Graph Menu Create'); 

 %% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 

function Graph1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Graph1 (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 

global LevelZoom; 

% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate Graph1 

 LevelZoom = 1; 

 %% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties. 

function Filename_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Filename (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called 
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows. 

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER. 

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), 

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor')) 

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white'); 

end 

 %% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 

function varargout = PQ_GUI_PANEL_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 

% hObject    handle to figure 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

 % Get default command line output from handles structure 

varargout{1} = handles.output; 

disp(datestr(now)); 

 %% --- Executes on selection change in Graph_menu. 

function Graph_menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Graph_menu (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global SelectNum; 

% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns Graph_menu contents as cell 

array 

%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from Graph_menu 

MenuSelect = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')); 

SelectNum = get(hObject,'Value'); 

set(handles.SystemMsg,'String', MenuSelect{SelectNum}); 

% disp(['Graph Menu Changed to ' MenuSelect{SelectNum}]); 

 %% --- Executes on button press in View_pb. 

function View_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to View_pb (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLA 
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% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global read_data3 read_data4 fft_V fft_I LevelZoom; 

 % change sampling rate here 

sampling_rate = 3200; 

time = (1:3200)/sampling_rate; 

 % change frequency domain 

sample = 512; 

freq = (1:sample); 

freq = (freq -1 )*sampling_rate/2/(sample-1); 

axes(handles.Graph1); 

num = get(handles.Graph_menu,'Value'); 

% disp(num); 

switch num 

    case 1 

        plot(read_data3); 

%         set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[0 3200]); 

        set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[400 800]); 

        LevelZoom = 4; 

    case 2 

        plot(read_data4); 

%         set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[0 3200]); 

        set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[400 800]); 

        LevelZoom = 4; 

    case 3 

        plot(freq,fft_V.real); 

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]); 

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]); 

    case 4 

        plot(freq,fft_I.imag); 

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]); 

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]); 

    case 5 
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        plot(freq,fft_V.real); 

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]); 

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]); 

    case 6 

        plot(freq,fft_I.imag); 

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]); 

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]); 

end 

 set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','Push View Button'); 

% disp('Push View Button'); 

 %% --- Executes on button press in Comport_tb. 

function Comport_tb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Comport_tb (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global SerialObj; 

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of Comport_tb 

 ComStatus = get(hObject,'Value'); 

if(ComStatus) 

    fopen(SerialObj); 

    if(strcmp(get(SerialObj,'Status'),'open')) 

        disp('COMPORT CONNECTED'); 

        set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','COMPORT CONNECT SUCCESSFULL'); 

%         fprintf(SerialObj,'%s','p'); 

    else 

        set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','CANNOT CONNECT TO COMPORT'); 

        set(hObject,'Value', 0); 

    end 

else 

    fclose(SerialObj); 

    if(strcmp(get(SerialObj,'Status'),'closed')) 

        disp('COMPORT DISCONNECTED'); 
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        set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','DISCONNECT TO COMPORT'); 

    end 

end 

set(handles.ComStatus,'String',get(SerialObj,'Status')); 

% disp(['Toggle Comport ',num2str(ComStatus)]); 

 %% --- Executes on button press in Update_pb. 

function Update_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Update_pb (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global SerialObj read_data1 read_data2 read_data3 read_data4 fft_I fft_V; 

% cmd = 'P'; 

data_1_sec = 3200; 

data_len = 1024*2; 

 % disp('Push Update Button'); 

set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','Push Update Button'); 

while(get(SerialObj,'BytesAvailable') < 1) 

    fwrite(SerialObj,13); 

    pause(3); 

end 

 % header = fscanf(SerialObj,'%s',6); 

% set(handles.SystemMsg,'String',header); 

% fprintf(SerialObj,'%s',cmd); 

 % read FFT_I from DSP Board 

[read_data1,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_len,'int16'); 

disp(['fft_result_I = ' num2str(count)]); 

 % read FFT_V from DSP Board 

[read_data2,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_len,'int16'); 

disp(['fft_result_V = ' num2str(count)]); 

 % read Data Voltage from DSP Board 

[read_data3,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_1_sec,'int16'); 

disp(['adc_data_V = ' num2str(count)]); 
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% read Data Current from DSP Board 

[read_data4,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_1_sec,'int16'); 

disp(['adc_data_I = ' num2str(count)]); 

 % read Calculate Data from DSP Board 

Data1 = fread(SerialObj,3,'uint32'); 

tmp = fread(SerialObj,8,'uint32'); 

% result = ['Volt = ' int2str(Data(1)); 'Current = ' int2str(Data(2))]; 

% set(handles.DataMsg,'String',['DATA RESULT'; int2str(Data); int2str(Data2)]); 

byte = get(SerialObj,'BytesAvailable'); 

disp(['Over_data = ' num2str(byte)]); 

if(byte~=0) 

    fread(SerialObj,byte,'char'); 

    set(handles.SystemMsg,'String',['Read Data Left ' num2str(byte)]); 

else 

%     fft_V = struct('real',read_data2(2:2:2048),'imag',read_data2(1:2:2048)); 

%     fft_I = struct('real',read_data1(2:2:2048),'imag',read_data1(1:2:2048)); 

    fft_V = struct('real',read_data2(2:2:1024),'imag',read_data2(1:2:1024)); 

    fft_I = struct('real',read_data1(2:2:1024),'imag',read_data1(1:2:1024)); 

    ActPower = tmp(2)*2^32 + tmp(1); 

    AprPower = tmp(4)*2^32 + tmp(3); 

    EGY_Sum = tmp(6)*2^32 + tmp(5); 

    EGY = tmp(8)*2^32 + tmp(7); 

%     Data2 = [tmp(1)+tmp(2)*65536; tmp(3)+tmp(4)*65536; tmp(5)+tmp(6)*65536; 

tmp(7)+tmp(8)*65536]; 

%     disp(int2str(Data1)); 

%     disp(int2str(Data2)); 

    Sdata = struct('Volt_RMS',Data1(1),... 

                'Current_RMS',Data1(2),... 

                'PowerFactor',Data1(3),... 

                'ActPower',ActPower,... 

                'AprPower',AprPower,... 

                'EGY_Sum',EGY_Sum,... 
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                'EGY',EGY); 

    set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','Read Data Success.'); 

    Result = strvcat(int2str(Sdata.Volt_RMS),... 

                     int2str(Sdata.Current_RMS),... 

                     int2str(Sdata.PowerFactor),... 

                     int2str(Sdata.ActPower),... 

                     int2str(Sdata.AprPower),... 

                     int2str(Sdata.EGY_Sum),... 

                     int2str(Sdata.EGY)); 

%     disp(Result); 

    set(handles.DataMsg,'String',Result); 

end 

function Filename_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Filename (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global FileName index; 

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Filename as text 

%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of Filename as a double 

 FileName=get(hObject,'String'); 

index = 0; 

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','green'); 

 %% --- Executes on button press in Save_pb. 

function Save_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Save_pb (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global FileName index read_data1 read_data2 read_data3 read_data4; 

 FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt']; 

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+'); 

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data1); 

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']); 
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fclose(FileObj); 

index = index+1; 

FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt']; 

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+'); 

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data2); 

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']); 

fclose(FileObj); 

index = index+1; 

FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt']; 

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+'); 

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data3); 

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']); 

fclose(FileObj); 

index = index+1; 

FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt']; 

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+'); 

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data4); 

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']); 

fclose(FileObj); 

% index = index+1; 

% FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt']; 

% FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+'); 

% fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data5); 

% fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']); 

% fclose(FileObj); 

Status = ['File ' FileName ' Save']; 

set(handles.SystemMsg,'String',Status); 

 %% --- Executes on button press in Zoom_pb. 

function Zoom_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Zoom_pb (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
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global LevelZoom XLim SelectNum; 

 axes(handles.Graph1); 

 if(SelectNum<3) 

    switch LevelZoom 

        case 1 

            Left = 0; 

            Right = 1600; 

            LevelZoom = 2; 

        case 2 

            Left = 0; 

            Right = 800; 

            LevelZoom = 3; 

        case 3 

            Left = 0; 

            Right = 400; 

            LevelZoom = 4; 

        case 4 

            Left = 0; 

            Right = 200; 

            LevelZoom = 5; 

        case 5 

            Left = 0; 

            Right = 100; 

            LevelZoom = 6; 

        case 6 

            Left = 0; 

            Right = 3200; 

            LevelZoom = 1; 

    end 

    XLim = [Left, Right]; 

    set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[Left Right]); 

end 
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%% --- Executes on button press in Next_pb. 

function Next_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to Next_pb (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global LevelZoom SelectNum XLim; 

 axes(handles.Graph1); 

 Left    = XLim(1); 

Right   = XLim(2); 

Width   = Right-Left; 

 if(LevelZoom ~= 1) && (SelectNum<3) 

    if(Right<3200) 

        Left = Left+Width; 

        Right = Right+Width; 

    else 

        Left = 0; 

        Right = Width; 

    end 

    XLim = [Left Right]; 

    set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',XLim); 

end 

%% --- Executes when user attempts to close figure1. 

function figure1_CloseRequestFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to figure1 (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global SerialObj; 

 % Hint: delete(hObject) closes the figure 

delete(hObject); 

clear all; 

clc; 

 %% --- Executes during object deletion, before destroying properties. 
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function figure1_DeleteFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to figure1 (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
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APPENDIX B 
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The following publication is written during the course of this research work. 

1.  Theingi Zin and Ekachai Leelarasmee, “ Platforms for Developing Power     
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International Symposium on Electrical & Electronics Engineering (ISEE 
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Abstract— A hardware platform suitable for developing a 
two phase power quality (PQ) meter is described. It is 
based on a DSP development board having two 16 bit 
20KSample/Sec ADC channels and a USB 2.0 port. The 
designer can write a C program on a personal computer to 
implement various algorithms, such as calculating FFT 
and RMS values, and download the program to the DSP 
board for execution. To test whether the developed PQ 
meter works correctly, another platform or test bench for 
generating arbitrary waveforms is described. It consists of 
a data acquisition (DAQ) board that is connected with a 
personal computer. Waveforms of arbitrary shapes such as 
pure sinusoidal of any frequency, harmonics of any order, 
voltage sag and transient can be programmed on the 
computer and download to the DAQ board in real time. 
Using these flexible platforms, the development of a PQ 
meter with various features can be easily constructed and 
tested. 

.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  
  The increases in using power electronic devices 
(such as inverters) and installing varying renewable 
energy power plants (such as wind or solar) have 
significantly deteriorated the power quality (PQ) [1] 
of a power distribution line because they usually 
inject harmonics and produce high switching 
frequencies. Other examples of PQ problems are 
transient spike [2] due to lightning and high power 
switching supply, high power switching power 
supply, voltage sag/swell [3] due to large motor 
operations. The waveforms associated with these PQ  
problems are shown in Fig. 1 (a)  to (d). 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
 

High switching frequency

 
(b) 

 
 

Transient

 
(c) 

 
 
 

Sag

 
(d) 

 
Fig .1  Examples of AC waveforms with PQ problems 

 
Poor power quality can cause malfunctions in 
sensitive devices or equipments such as those found 
in high tech industries. Moreover most of modern 
equipments have become the major sources of the 
degradation of PQ. For example, power converters 
and variable speed drives produce distortions in the 
supply current and voltage waveforms. This situation 
arises in every place including consumer houses as 
shown in Fig. 2 where consumer equipments such as 
washing machine, uninterruptible power supply 
(UPS), air conditioning, etc. are used. 
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AC 220 V

Washing 
Machine

Air conditioner
UPS

 
Fig. 2 Power quality problem due to domestic appliances 

 
It is therefore important to monitor PQ in real time 
because this can help the utilities as well as 
industries to detect and correct power quality 
problem quickly. The equipment for this purpose is 
called a PQ meter.  Parameters measured by a 
typical PQ meter are 
 
      (a) Active and reactive energy / power usages 
      (b) RMS values of voltage / current and its 
           power factor 
      (c) Line frequency 
      (d) Harmonic contents of voltage / current 
      (e) Abnormalities, e.g. sag, swell, flicker, spike, 
           blackout 
 
 Although there commercial PQ meters [4] available, 
they are mostly designed for industrial uses at a 
relatively cost for household applications. Hence it is 
too costly to install this PQ meters on a large scale. 
As part of an on-going research project in smart grid 
[5], the embedded system laboratory of 
Chulalongkorn University plans to design and 
construct a prototype smart meter [6] with PQ 
measurement capability. Two platforms of the 
project will be described in this paper, one for 
measuring the PQ parameters (Section II) and the 
other for generating the test waveforms (Section III).  
 

II. A DSP BASED PLATFORM FOR PQ 
MEASUREMENT 

  Fig. 3 shows the connection and internal blocks of 
the PQ meter being developed. As the most 
computational demand of the meter is in the 
calculation of the harmonic contents in the voltage 
and current waveforms using Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) [7], a powerful digital signal processor (DSP) 
is selected as opposed to conventional 
microcontrollers (MCU). 
 To save effort time, the DSP development board 
TMS320C5515 [8], shown as the top board of Fig. 4, 
is selected as the main platform. This DSP 
development board consists of several components 
that are suitable to implement the PQ meter. They 
are 

a) A low power 16-bit fixed point DSP 
running at 100MHz. It has an internal 
128KB ROM and 192KB RAM. 

b)  An FFT accelerator for FFT calculation 
built-in the DSP chip.  

c) 128MB RAM, 16MB flash and 256KB 
EEPROM on board memory  

 

Switching
Supply DSP

Analog to Digital

LCD

V-sense I-sense

AC in AC Out

 
 

Fig. 3 The internal blocks of a PQ meter 
 

d) 128 x 128 map color LCD display 
e) USB 2.0, RS232, SPI (Serial Peripheral 

Interface) 
f) JTAG for program downloading and 

debugging 
g) MMC/SD connector for additional external 

storage 

 
 
 

Fig. 4 The DSP and ADC boards for developing a PQ meter 
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The bottom board of Fig. 4 performs analog to 
digital conversion (ADC) of voltage and current 
waveforms obtained from the voltage and current 
sensors using transformers. It employs ADC 8556 
chip [9] which has 6 analog inputs (of which two 
channels are used), a maximum sampling rate of 250 
kHz and 16 bit resolution. Digitized data are 
multiplexed and serially read through the SPI port of 
the DSP. The full sampling rate is used to capture 
transient waveform as short as 4uS. However, the 
DSP is programmed to down sample it to 
10KSamples/Sec before applying 1000 points (5 
cycles) FFT algorithm to yield up to 30th harmonic 
components.  

III. A PLATFORM FOR ARBITRARY WAVEFORM 
GENERATOR 

 Since it is difficult to find various conditions for 
testing a PQ meter in the real situation, an 
instrumental setup or test bench as shown in Fig. 5 is 
built up in the laboratory. 

 

ADC

DSP

PC

PC
DAQ

Arbitrary Waveform Generator

PQ meter

I

 

Fig. 5 Test bench for testing a PQ meter 

 

The test bench utilizes a signal generator for 
generating waveforms that simulate voltage and 
current needed to test a PQ meter under various 
situations such as harmonics and spike. Such a 
waveform must be easily programmable and may 
have a period much longer than 20mS to cover 
abnormally like sag and flicker [10]. Hence the test 
bench needs an arbitrary waveform generator 
(AWG) with large memory for storing sampled data. 
In this work, the AWG should be able to generate a 
spike with as short duration as 4uS and a waveform 
with period as long as 100S to cover sag and flicker 
conditions. With 16 bits (2 Bytes) per sample, the 
total memory depth or the AWG must be 
2x100S/0.4uS or 500MB. Such a large amount of 

memory is hard to find in a conventional AWG [11] 
which is also expensive. Therefore a low cost with 
high flexible AWG is developed for this PQ test 
bench. It uses a high speed data acquisition (DAQ) 
module NI USB 6341 [12] with high speed USB 
connection with a personal computer as shown in 
Fig. 6 This DAQ module has the following 
specifications 

a) 16 bit resolution/sample 

b) Two analog outputs 

c) +/- 10Volt maximum 

d) 900 KSample/Second 

e) USB 2.0 with high speed (450Mbit/Sec) data 
transfer  

f) Bus powered (USB) with no need for extra 
DC supply 

 
 

Fig. 6 A DAQ based arbitrary waveform generator 
 

Using LABVIEW [13] graphical programming, 
waveforms of arbitrary shape can be created using 
digitized data or basic waveforms operations and 
stored in the memory of the personal computer. 
Using 2GB or more, an arbitrary waveform of 1000 
sec duration with as small as 1uS time step can be 
synthesized. These data are then transferred to USB 
6341 to generate the waveform with repetition. 
Let it ;  i =0, 1, 2,… denote the time point, the 
following examples show how various waveforms 
can be generated 

a) 1 iV sin(100πt )  for a 50Hz sinusoidal 
waveform . 

b)  1 iV sin(100πt )  + 2 iV sin(200πt )  for 
a 50Hz sinusoidal waveform of amplitude 

1V with 2nd harmonic of amplitude 2V  
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c)  ( )
2

2
1 2 sin 100
1

 +
  + 

i
i

i

t t
t

π  for a 50 Hz 

sinusoidal waveform with amplitude of 
2Volt but has a 1V sag at t 0=  

d)  sin(100 ) ( )+ −it t Tπ δ for a 50Hz 
sinusoidal waveform with an impulse at 
time T. 

IV    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

                              CONCLUSION 

        The design and construction of a PQ meter 
requires knowledge in several areas. They include 
embedded system technology, algorithm and 
software development. A DSP platform is required 
to construct a prototype meter and another DAQ 
platform is used to set up waveforms for testing it. 
Measured PQ dara can be stored in the memory 
within the board which is large enough to hold for a 
long time. However when this memory is full, 
additional memory can be inserted on the board. 
Future work includes adding 2.4 GHz RF Zigbee 
[14] or Power line communication (PLC) [15] 
modules for remote reading. Some experimental 
results of power line waveforms are depicted based 
on DSP processor (TMS320C5515 EVM) as shown 
in Fig.7. 

 

 
(a) Input Signal 

 
(b) Frequency Spectrum 

Fig.7 Sample Result 
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

           Power Quality is a term used for describing whether the power line waveform is good or not deviates from the ideal single-frequency sine wave of constant amplitude and frequency. Nowadays many electronic devices may be developed day by day. The more increased in electronic equipments, the more power disturbances are faced with in large industries as well as utilities. The measure of power quality depends upon the needs of the equipment that is being supplied. The increases in using power electronic devices (such as inverters) and installing renewable energy power plant (such as wind and solar) have significantly deteriorated the power quality (PQ) [1] of a power distribution line because they usually inject harmonics, high switching frequencies and varying power output.
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Figure.1-1. Power quality problem due to domestic appliance


           PQ problems affect both consumers and electric utilities because many electronic devices are very sensitive to power system disturbances. Moreover most of modern equipments have become the major sources of the degradation of PQ. For example, many distortions may be produced by power converters and variable speed


drives in the supply current and voltage waveform. These distortions may propagate all over the electrical network. This situation arises in every place including consumer houses as in Figure.1-1 where domestic equipments such as washing machine, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), air conditioning, etc. are used.


           Another causes of quality of power supply depend on a number of external factors such as lighting, large load changes in industrial premises and grounding or short circuits caused by animals, branches, vehicular impact and human accidents involving electric lines.


1.1.     Objectives

      To develop two platforms used for


· testing various algorithms implemented in a Power Quality meter


· generating various conditions for testing a Power Quality meter


1.2.      Scope of the Research


     This dissertation focuses on the two platforms to implement and test a power quality meter applied in utilities as well as industries.


1.3.        Expected Outcome 

· Can be easily chosen which is better for customers in comparison with the performance of different PQ meters from different industries.


1.4.       Research Procedure

· Review relevant literature about FFT algorithms, especially based on DSP processor

· Programming for simulation

· Propose a FFT algorithm

· Simulation to confirm the proposed idea

1.5.        Outline of Thesis


                            This thesis is organized as follows: The power quality disturbances and monitoring are reviewed in the Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the literature review of FFT algorithms and the manual calculation of RMS value is described. Methodology is explained in the Chapter 4. The hardware description of the platform is given in Chapter 5. The verifications and testing are given in Chapter 6, followed by the conclusions in the Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER ІІ

POWER QUALITY DISTURBANCES AND MONITORING

2.1.   Typical  Power Quality Problems

         According to the increased in the power electronic equipments, many designers or manufacturers face with  power quality problems  in utilities as well as industries nowadays. Power quality problems affect many electronic equipments. There are several common parameters that characterize power quality problems in power line system. They are


(1) Surges and spikes


(2) Harmonics (current& voltage)


(3) RMS Voltage Fluctuations


(4) Transient voltages


(5) Blackouts


(6)  Electrical Noise


(7) Sags (under powering) and Swell (over powering) 

(8) Outage


Some of power quality problems are described in details in the next section.

2.1.1     Over voltage/ Under voltage

              Occasionally over or under voltages may be supplied due to abnormal operating conditions or events. They last for more than a few seconds. They are caused by circuit overloads, poor voltage regulation, and intentional reductions by the utility. Long term over or under voltage may affect sensitive electronic equipment. Fig.2-1. shows waveform of over voltage/ under voltage.

[image: image1.emf]

Fig.2-1.Sample circuit waveform of Over voltage/ Under voltage


2.1.2       Voltage Sags (Under powering) and Voltage swell (Over Powering)

               Voltage sag is a momentary decrease in the voltage outside the normal tolerance. When an electrical fault occurs either within our facility or on our system, the voltage drop depends on the distance between the equipment and the location of the fault. If the distance of the equipment is close to the fault, the voltage drop that will be seen at the equipment terminals will be great. The duration of the fault is determined by the speed of the circuit protection device (fuse or circuit breaker) that detects the fault. If a voltage sag occurs in power distribution line, sensitive electronic equipment may be affected. Voltage sags are often caused when heavy loads are started, by lighting and by power system faults.

[image: image2.emf]

Fig.2-2. Sample waveform of Voltage Sag and Voltage Swell


                 A voltage swell is a momentary increase in voltage. Swells may be caused by removing a large load from or by adding capacitance to a circuit. Swells may also occur when a fault on one phase results in a temporary voltage rise on the unfaulted phases. Swells may result in voltages that exceed electronic device ratings. Voltage swells are often caused by sudden load decreases or turn-off of heavy equipment. Repetitive swells may cause electronic device damage. The waveform representation of voltage sag and voltage swell can be illustrated in Fig.2-2.

2.1.3        Electrical Noise and Harmonic Distortion        

                Electrical noise is a distortion of the normal sine wave power and a high frequency interference that can be induced on electrical system by those conductors. It can be caused by radar and radio transmitter, fluorescent lights, power electronics control circuits, arcing utility and industrial equipment, loads with solid-state rectifiers and switching power supplies typically used in computer systems. Electrical noise disturbs microprocessor-based equipment, such as microcomputers and programmable controllers.

[image: image3.emf]

Fig.2-3. Sample waveform of Electrical Noise and Harmonic Distortion


                When the 60-cycle voltage waveform is altered by higher frequencies, harmonic distortion occurs. The amount of the harmonic distortion is directly related to the harmonic content. The magnitude of the harmonic distortion depends on the amount of computer- based equipment, communication equipment and other electronic equipment in use. A large amount of this equipment in use can generate levels of harmonic distortion that can interfere with the operation of other equipment within a facility. Harmonic distortion causes motor loads, such as compressors, pumps and disk drives to overheat. Fig.2-3 illustrates the sample waveform of electrical noise and harmonic distortion.


2.1.4         Spikes (Impulses)

                 Spikes (impulses) are very short in duration voltage increases. They occur on the electrical transmission and distribution system as a result of normal operation of fault clearing devices, capacitor switching, or even normal switching of loads by the utility or its customers. Since they can damage some electronic components, some manufacturers build impulse protection into their products. The protection typically consists of a device that safely diverts the incoming impulse into the grounding system before it enters the equipment. Spikes can destroy electronic loads and breakdown transformer or motor insulation. Fig.2-4. shows the illustration of voltage spikes waveform.


[image: image4.emf]

Fig.2-4. Illustration of voltage spikes waveform


2.1.5        Outage

                An outage is a complete loss of power that may last from several milliseconds to several hours and may be caused by power system faults, accident involving power lines, transformer failures and generator failures. Some sensitive equipment may be disrupted by outages as short as 15 milliseconds. All equipment may be affected by outages. The sample waveform of outage can be shown in Fig.2-5.

[image: image5.emf]

Fig.2-5. Sample waveform of outage


2.2.        Power Quality Monitoring

              It is therefore important to monitor PQ in real time because this can help the utilities as well as industries in order to detect and correct power quality problem quickly. The equipment for this purpose is called a PQ meter. It can measure several parameters in real time situation. These are described in the following.


(1) Active and reactive energy/ power usages


(2) RMS values of voltage/ current and its power factor


(3) Line frequency


(4) Harmonic contents of voltage/current


(5) Abnormalities (sag, swell, flicker, spike, blackout)
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CHAPTER III

LITERATURE REVIEW

           There are many algorithms to implement a power quality meter in real time situation. To implement the various algorithms, such as calculating FFT (fast Fourier transform) and RMS values on a personal computer, the manual calculation of FFT and RMS will be needed to compute. Therefore it will be explained how to evaluate these values to obtain the desired frequency spectra.


3.1. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

          The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is the conversion of time- domain signal into equivalent frequency- domain signal. The DFT produces a set of coefficients, which are sampled values of the frequency spectrum at regular intervals, just like the discrete Fourier series. In this algorithm, the number of samples obtained depends on the number of samples in the time sequence. The general formula of the discrete Fourier transform is shown in equation (3.1).
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 is called the twiddle factors or constants of the DFT. It is also an important value in calculating the Fourier coefficients.

3.2. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)


         The fast Fourier transform (FFT) [2] is an efficient algorithm that is used for converting a discrete time-domain signal into an equivalent discrete frequency-domain signal based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Nowadays many designers utilize this algorithm to implement the various electronic equipments because of its much more rapid computation. It is a faster version of the discrete Fourier transform. The computation of the sequence 
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         The basic idea of the FFT is to separate the DFT equation into two parts such as even part and odd part as in given equation (3.3).
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 . The first part  is the DFT of the even sequence and the second part 
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is the DFT of the odd sequence. The complex factor 
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 is known as the twiddle factor. These subsequences can be subdivided into even and odd sequences until only 2-point DFTs are left. So each 
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-point DFTs, etc. There are two classes of FFT algorithms: decimation-in-time (DIT) and decimation-in-frequency (DIF).

3.2.1. Decimation-in-Time (DIT)


            The decimation-in-time (DIT) [2] is the process that decomposes the input sequence into smaller subsequences until the simplest computation remains. In the decimation-in-time algorithm, the 
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The first part is the even part of the sequence and the second part is the odd part of the sequence. In the above equation, the twiddle factor 
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The reformulated equation of the output sequence 
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where 
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two point DFT. The two point DFT is called a butterfly, and it is the simplest computational kernel of Radix-2 FFT algorithms. Each butterfly consists of a single complex multiplication by a twiddle factor 
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, one addition and one subtraction. The butterfly representation for the decimation-in-time FFT algorithm can be illustrated in Figure.3-1.
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Figure.3-1. Flow graph for a butterfly computation

           In decimation-in-time algorithm, the output sequence is in sequential order, while the input sequence has the unusual order. Before the calculation, the order of the input sequence is actually arranged as if each index was written in binary form and then the order of binary digits was reversed. Each of the time sample indices in decimal is needed to convert to its binary representation. The binary bit streams are then reversed. Converting the reversed binary numbers to decimal values gives the reordered time indices. If the input is in natural order, the output will be in bit-reversed order. Most modern DSP chips such as the TMS32055xx provide the bit-reversal addressing mode to support this bit-reversal process. Therefore the input sequence can be stored with the bit-reversed addresses computed by the hardware. Figure.3-2 shows the flow graph which illustrates the 8 points DFT.
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Figure.3-2. Flow graph illustrating of N-point DFT, N=8

3.2.2. Decimation-in-Frequency (DIF)


          Another algorithm of fast Fourier transform is the decimation-in-frequency (DIF) [2].  The development of the decimation-in-frequency FFT algorithm is similar to the decimation-in-time algorithm. In this algorithm, it consists of two steps. The first step is to divide the data sequence into two halves, each of 
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can be expressed as the sum of two components as described in equation (3.7):
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        The next step is to separate the frequency terms 
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         where 
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. The process of decomposition continues until the last stage consists of 2-point DFTs. The decomposition and symmetry relationships are reversed from the decimation-in-time algorithm. In this algorithm, the bit reversal occurs at the output instead of the input in decimation-in-time algorithm. Figure.3-3. illustrates the decomposition of an 
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DFTs. The output sample is equal for both algorithms. The important differences between FFT algorithms concern how data are passed to and from the subroutines. 
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Figure.3-3. Decomposition of an 
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3.3.     Calculation of Root Mean Square (RMS) Value

           Root mean square (RMS) [3] is a fundamental measurement of the magnitude of an ac signal. It is the square root of the arithmetic mean of the square of the original values. Its operation can be used in various fields, including electrical engineering. It can be applied not only in  continuous signal but also in  discrete signal.  The rms value of a continuous signal 
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               where 
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is the continuous input signal, 
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is the period and 
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 is the rms value of the voltage. The rms value of the current can be calculated with the same formula for continuous signal. In this formula the integration sign may be used.

              For discrete time signal, the rms calculation involves squaring the signal, taking the average, and obtaining the square root. It can be described in the following formula
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              where 
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is the input signal, N is the number of points and 
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is the rms value of the voltage. In contrast with the continuous signal, the summation sign may be used in discrete time signal. The rms value of the current can be calculated with the same formula. Even though the calculation is a bit more complicated for power and current, it is easy to determine the value of the voltage.
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CHAPTER ІV

METHODOLOGY 


              In this chapter, the operation of the hardware devices will be explained how to implement and test power quality meter. The internal block diagram of the proposed PQ meter is shown in Fig.4-1. The voltage and current sensors scale the incoming AC voltage/ currents using a resistive divider and current transformer. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converts sampled V/I signals into streams of digital data. The digital signal processor (DSP) performs digital calculation (such as fast Fourier transform) to obtain the desired PQ parameters. The liquid crystal display (LCD) shows the PQ parameters, time and status.
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Figure.4-1.The internal blocks of a PQ meter


4.1.       A DSP Based Platform for PQ Measurement

                In this project, the DSP development board TMS320C5515 [5] as  shown in

Fig.4-2. is selected as the main platform in order to save effort time as opposed to conventional microcontroller. This board consists of several components that are suitable for implementing the PQ meter. They are      


a) A low power 16-bit fixed point DSP running at 100MHz. It has an internal 128KB ROM and 192KB RAM.


b) An FFT accelerator for FFT calculation built-in the DSP chip.


c) 128MB RAM, 16MB flash and 256KB EEPROM on board memory.


d) 128 x 128 map color LCD display


e) USB 2.0, RS232, SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface)


f) JTAG for program downloading and debugging


g) MMC/ SD connector for additional external storage


h) Expansion connectors for Blue Tooth interface


i) 10 User push button switches


[image: image2.emf]

Figure.4-2. Picture of DSP board (TMS320C5515)


                 In this work, the proposed method is to develop FFT (fast Fourier transform) algorithm for implementing on the TMS320C5515 DSP to obtain the desired PQ parameters. It is one of the most commonly used techniques for digital signal processing because of its computational efficiency. The TMS320C5505/15 (C5505/15) DSP [7] includes an FFT hardware accelerator (HWAFFT) that is tightly coupled with the CPU (central processing unit), allowing high FFT processing performance at very low power.

4.2.        A Platform for PQ Testing


               As it is hard to find various conditions for testing a PQ meter in the real situation, an instrumental setup or test bench is build up in the laboratory. The test bench utilizes a signal generator for generating waveforms that simulate voltage and current for testing it under various situations such as harmonics and spike. The test bench needs an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) with large memory for storing sampled data. When the amount of memory is large, we choose an arbitrary waveform generator for testing a PQ meter in real situation. A high speed data acquisition (DAQ) module NI USB 6216 [6] as shown in Fig.4-3 should be able to use with high speed USB connection with a personal computer in order to develop a low cost with high flexible AWG for this test.

[image: image3.png]

Figure.4-3. Picture of National Instrument USB 6216


                 The NI USB-6216 [9] is a bus-powered USB M Series multifunction data acquisition (DAQ) module optimized for superior accuracy at fast sampling rates. It offers 16 analog inputs, 400KS/s sampling rate, two analog outputs, 32 digital I/O lines, four programmable input ranges (
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0.2 to 
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10 V) per channel, digital triggering, and two counter/timers. The USB-6216 is designed specifically for mobile or space-constrained applications. This product does not require external power supply because it is only a hardware USB device to connect with a personal computer. It can also be quickly acquired, analyzed and presented data without programming because every M Series DAQ device includes a copy of NI LabVIEW Signal Express LE data-logging software.

4.3.        ADC Board for Developing a Power Quality Meter

                The operation of ADC board as shown in Fig.4-4.  is to perform analog to digital conversion (ADC) of voltage and current waveforms obtained from the voltage and current sensors using transformers. It employs ADS 8556 chip [8] which has 6 analog inputs (of which two channels are used), a maximum sampling rate of 250 kHz and 16 bit resolution. Digitized data are multiplexed and serially read through the SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) port of the DSP. The full sampling rate is used to capture transient waveform as short as 4uS. However, the DSP is programmed to down sample it to 10KSamples/Sec before applying 1000 points (5 cycles) FFT algorithm to yield up to 30th harmonic. The ADC board can digitized automatically the analog input signals of voltages and currents.

[image: image6.png]

Figure.4-4 Picture of ADS 8556 chip


4.4         Power Quality Monitoring System of the Whole Process

              The power quality monitoring system is built around the Texas Instruments TMS320C5515 [4] DSP evaluation board that is interface to a computer for presentation and data logging purposes. The proposed system of the whole project is depicted in Fig.4-5. This project presents a system that can monitor power-line voltage and current waveforms. In implementing a power quality meter in this project, the analog input signal of voltage and current (AC220V, 50Hz) form the voltage and current sensors using a single phase transformer is applied to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) board. It converts the incoming analog input signal to discrete output signals. In this portion,  the heart of the process is the Texas Instrument DSP TMS320C5515 evaluation board. It is used as a PQ platform to implement a power quality meter. The designer can write a C program on a personal computer to implement various algorithms such as calculating FFT and RMS values and download the program to the DSP board. Moreover the methods and algorithms applied by other researchers can be improved in this section. 
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Figure.4-5. Block Diagram of the whole process


               The arbitrary platform is used to test a PQ parameters based on NI DAQ module connected with a personal computer. In this portion, waveforms of arbitrary shapes such as pure sinusoidal of any frequency , harmonic of any order, voltage sag and transient can be programmed on the computer and download to the DAQ board in real time for testing a power quality meter. The resulted output power signal can be compared with the implemented value. By using these two conventional platforms, the development of power quality meter can be easily constructed and tested.
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CHAPTER V

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 


         In this chapter, the hardware description of the TMS320C5515 EVM used as the main platform in this project will be explained. It is a standalone development platform that enables users to evaluate and develop applications. It is widely used in many applications such as portable voice/audio devices, noise cancellation headphones, software-defined radio, musical instruments, medical monitoring devices, wireless microphones, biometrics, industrial instruments, telephony, and audio cards. Figure 5-1 shows the picture of TMS320C5515 EVM [5].  
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Figure. 5-1. Picture of DSP Evaluation Board


            There are several key features in DSP Evaluation Board. The main components are 128x128 bit mapped color LCD display to show the PQ parameter, time and status, Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) for program downloading and debugging, MMC/SD (Multimedia Card or Secure Digital Card Connector) for additional external storage, On-Chip RAM composed of 64K Bytes of Dual-Access 


RAM (DARAM) and 256K Bytes of Single-Access RAM(SARAM) , and 128K Bytes of On-Chip ROM to store data, fixed point digital signal processor for low power application with high performance and USB port for communicating with personal computer.

 5.1.   Functional Block Diagram of DSP Processor


           The processor is a member of TI’s TMS320C5000TM fixed-point Digital Signal Processor (DSP) [5]  product family and is designed for low-power application. The functional block diagram of DSP Processor can be illustrated in Figure 5-2. It consists of the following primary components:
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Figure.5-2.Functional Block Diagram


1) Dual MAC (multiply-accumulate), C55x CPU


2) On-Chip memory: 320KB RAM (64KB DARAM, 256 KB SARAM) , 128KB ROM

3) HWAFFT that supports 8- to 1024-point (powers of 2) real and    complex-valued FFTs


4) Power management module


5) A set of I/O peripherals that includes I2C, I2S, SPI, UART, Timers, EMIF, MMC/SD, GPIO, 10-bit SAR, LCD Controller, USB 2.0, DMA controller

6) Three on-chip LDO Regulators


7) SDRAM/ mSDRAM support

5.1.1.    C55x DSP CPU


             The CPU[5]  is the important part of the processor. It supports an internal bus structure that consists of one program bus, one 32-bit data read bus and two 16-bit data read buses, two 16-bit data write buses, and additional buses dedicated to peripheral and DMA activity. These buses provide the ability to perform up to four 16-bit data reads and two 16-bit data writes in a single cycle. 

             The C55x CPU provides two multiply-accumulate (MAC) units, each capable of 17-bit x 17-bit multiplication and the addition of 32-bit in a single cycle. A central 40-bit arithmetic/logic unit (ALU) is supported by an additional 16-bit ALU. The ALUs may be used under instruction set control, providing the ability to optimize parallel activity and power consumption. These resources are managed in the Address Unit (AU) and Data Unit (DU) of the C55x CPU. 

            The C55x CPU supports a variable byte width instruction set for improved code density. The Instruction Unit (IU) performs 32-bit program fetches from internal and external memory, stores them in a 128-byte Instruction Buffer Queue, and queues instructions for the Program Unit (PU). The Program Unit decodes the instructions, directs tasks to the Address Unit (AU) and Data Unit (DU) resources, and manages the fully protected pipeline. 

 5.1.2.    FFT Hardware Accelerator


             The FFT Hardware Accelerator [7]  is a tightly-coupled, software-controlled coprocessor designed to perform FFT and inverse FFT (IFFT) computations on complex data vectors ranging in length from 8 to 1024 points (powers of 2). It is physically located outside of the DSP core but has access to the core’s full memory read bandwidth, access to the core’s internal registers and accumulators, and access to its address generation units. The HWAFFT cannot access the data write busses or memory mapped registers (MMRs). It can also generate internal twiddle factor for optimal use of memory bandwidth and is more efficient for programming.

             The core of the HWAFFT consists of a single Radix-2 Butterfly implemented in hardware. It can support Single-stage and Double-stage modes to compute one or two stages in one pass. The double-stage mode is significant to speed-up for large FFT lengths. The single-stage mode is provided when the final stage is necessary to compute alone because the number of required stages is odd at a lower acceleration rate.  It implements a Radix-2 DIT structure that returns the FFT or IFFT result in  bit-reversed order. It is 4 to 6 times energy efficient and 2.2 to 3.8 times faster than FFT computations on the CPU.


5.1.3.   Memory Allocation

           The device peripheral set includes 320K Bytes Zero-Wait State On-Chip RAM that is composed of 64K Bytes of Dual-access RAM (DARAM) [10] with 8 Blocks of 4K x 16-Bit and 256K Bytes of Single-Access RAM (SARAM) with 32 Blocks of 4K x 16-Bit. It also consists of 128K Bytes of Zero Wait-State On-Chip ROM with 4 Blocks of 16K x 16-Bit. It includes an external memory interface (EMIF) that provides glueless access to asynchronous memories like EPROM, NOR, NAND, and SRAM, as well as to high-speed, high-density memories such as synchronous DRAM (SDRAM) and mobile SDRAM (mSDRAM).


5.1.4    Peripheral Interfacing

5.1.4.1.   Direct Memory Access (DMA)


               The TMS320C5515 Digital Signal Processor includes four Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller with four DMA channels each for a total of 16 DMA channels. This controller is used to move data among internal memory, external memory, and peripherals without intervention from the CPU and in the background of CPU operation. Each DMA controller can perform one 32-bit data transfer per cycle, in parallel and independent of the CPU activity. 

5.1.4.2.  Successive Approximation Register (SAR)


              The successive approximation register (SAR) in the device is a 10-bit  analog-to-digital converter (ADC) using a switched capacitor architecture that converts an analog input signal to a digital value at a maximum rate of 64 kilo samples per second (ksps) for use by the DSP. This SAR module provides six channels that are connected to four general-purpose analog pins that can be used as general- purpose outputs.


5.1.4.3.   General-Purpose Timers (GP)


                In addition the device also includes three 32-bit General-Purpose Timers. Each timer can be used as a general-purpose (GP) timer. Timer2 also contains a      16-bit Watchdog (WD) which shares the same clock gating bit as the GP but works independently. General purpose timers are typically used to provide interrupts to the CPU to schedule periodic tasks or a delayed task. The general-purpose (GP) timers are 32-bit prescalar that divides the CPU system clock and uses this scaled value as a reference clock. These timers can be used to generate periodic interrupts. Watchdog timers are used to reset the CPU in the event of a deadlocked state, such as a non-existing code loop. In contrast with 32-bit timers, watchdog timer is a 32-bit timer composed of a 16-bit counter with a 16-bit prescalar that divides the CPU system clock and uses this scaled value as a reference clock.

5.1.4.4.  Real Time Clock (RTC)


              The device includes a real time clock (RTC)  that provides a time reference to an application executing on the DSP. The RTC has its own crystal input, clock domain, and core and I/O power supplies. The separate clock domain allows the RTC to run while the rest of the device is clock gated. The RTC has the capability to  wake-up the rest of the device through an alarm interrupt, periodic interrupt, or external WAKEUP signal.


5.1.4.5.   Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)


               The serial peripheral interface (SPI) in this device is a high-speed synchronous serial input/output port that allows a serial bit stream of programmed length (1 to 32 bits) to be shifted into and out of the device at a programmed           bit-transfer rate. The SPI supports multi-chip operation of up to four SPI slave devices. The SPI can only operate in master mode only. The SPI is normally used for communication between the DSP and external peripherals.


5.1.4.6.   Inter-IC Sound (I2S) Bus


               The Inter-IC Sound (I2S) Bus is used as an interface for full-duplex serial ports such as those found in audio or voice-band analog to digital converters (ADC) to acquire audio signals or digital to analog converters (DAC) to drive speakers and headphones. It allows serial transfer of full duplex streaming data, usually streaming audio, between DSP and an external I2S peripheral such as an audio codec. The DSP includes four independent I2S modules.


5.1.4.7.   Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C)


               The inter-integrated circuit (I2C) peripheral in the device provides an interface between the DSP and other devices that are compliant with the I2C-bus specification and connected to an I2C bus. External components that are attached to this two-wire serial bus can transmit and receive data that is up  to eight bits wide both to and from the DSP through the I2C peripheral.


5.1.4.8.   Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART)            


               The universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) peripheral  performs serial-to-parallel conversions on data received from a peripheral device and parallel-to-serial conversion on data received from the CPU. The CPU can read the UART status at any time. The UART includes control capability and a processor interrupt system that can be tailored to minimize software management of the communications link. The UART can be operated with or without the FIFOs.


5.1.4.9.   Multimedia Card/Secure Digital Card (MMC/SD)


               The multimedia card (MMC)/secure digital (SD) card  is used in a number of applications to provide removable data storage. The MMC/SD card controller provides an interface to MMC, SD and SDHC external cards. The CPU and DMA controller can read/write the data in the card by accessing the registers in the MMC/SD controller.

5.1.4.10. Universal Serial Bus (USB)

               The universal serial bus (USB) controller provides a low-cost connectivity solution for consumer portable devices by providing a mechanism for data transfer between USB devices up to 480 Mbps. With the USB controller, the DSP can be used to create  a high-speed USB slave device that is complaint with the Universal Serial Bus Specification version 2.0. The USB controller can be allowed to be forced into full-speed mode and high-speed mode may be used for debug purposes. 

5.1.4.11. Liquid Crystal Display Controller (LCDC)


               The liquid crystal display controller (LCDC) supports asynchronous (memory-mapped) LCD interfaces. The LCD controller consists of two independent controllers, the Raster Controller and the LCD Interface Display Driver (LIDD) controller. Each controller operates independently from the other and only one of them is active at any given time.

5.2.        On-Chip Single-Access RAM (SARAM)


              SARAM [5] stands for Single- Access Random Access Memory. It is located at the byte address range 010000h - 04FFFFh and is composed of 32 blocks of               4 K words each as shown in Table 5-1. It can perform one access per cycle (one read or one write).  In this memory, two dataBuffers  namely dataBuffer1 and dataBuffer2 may be accessed. If the dataBuffer1 is full, the data from buffer1 can be filled up  to sample  the voltage in channel 0 of dataBuffer1 and the current in channel 1 of dataBuffer1. If the condition is not correct, the data from buffer2 can be stored to sample the voltage in channel 0 of buffer2 and the current in channel 1 of buffer2 in the same way. Therefore the sampled data can be stored in the corresponding block number alternatively. And then the active power, reactive power, power factor and energy of the sampled voltage and current can be calculated and stored in the memory block. SARAM can be accessed by the internal program, data, or DMA buses. SARAM is also accessed by the USB and LCD DMA buses.

.


Table 5-1. SARAM Blocks

		CPU


BYTE ADDRESS RANGE

		MEMORY BLOCK

		APPLICATION OF MEMORY



		010000h - 011FFFh

		SARAM 0

		VOLTAGE-SAMPLES



		012000h - 013FFFh

		SARAM 1

		CURRENT-SAMPLES



		014000h - 015FFFh

		SARAM 2

		



		016000h - 017FFFh

		SARAM 3

		



		018000h - 019FFFh

		SARAM 4

		



		01A000h - 01BFFFh

		SARAM 5

		



		01C000h - 01DFFFh

		SARAM 6

		



		01E000h - 01FFFFh

		SARAM 7

		



		020000h - 021FFFh

		SARAM 8

		VOLTAGE-SAMPLES



		022000h - 023FFFh

		SARAM 9

		CURRENT-SAMPLES



		024000h - 025FFFh

		SARAM 10

		



		026000h - 027FFFh

		SARAM 11

		



		028000h - 029FFFh

		SARAM 12

		



		02A000h - 02BFFFh

		SARAM 13

		



		02C000h - 02DFFFh

		SARAM 14

		



		02E000h - 02FFFFh

		SARAM 15

		



		030000h - 031FFFh

		SARAM 16

		ENERGY-DATA



		032000h - 033FFFh

		SARAM 17

		



		034000h - 035FFFh

		SARAM 18

		



		036000h - 037FFFh

		SARAM 19

		



		038000h - 039FFFh

		SARAM 20

		



		03A000h - 03BFFFh

		SARAM 21

		



		03C000h - 03DFFFh

		SARAM 22

		



		03E000h - 03FFFFh

		SARAM 23

		



		040000h - 041FFFh

		SARAM 24

		



		042000h - 043FFFh

		SARAM 25

		



		044000h - 045FFFh

		SARAM 26

		



		046000h - 047FFFh

		SARAM 27

		



		048000h - 049FFFh

		SARAM 28

		



		04A000h - 04BFFFh

		SARAM 29

		



		04C000h - 04DFFFh

		SARAM 30

		



		04E000h - 04FFFFh

		SARAM 31

		





5.3.       On-Chip Dual - Access RAM (DARAM)


              DARAM [5] stands for Dual Access Random Access Memory. Its CPU byte address range is between 000000h and 00FFFFh and it consists of eight blocks        4K words each in contrast with SARAM as shown in Table 5-2. Each DARAM block can perform two accesses per cycle (two reads, two writes, or a read and a write). In this memory, the data can be stored to the given block and the fast Fourier transform  of the sampled voltage can be calculated in the same block during the same cycle. Similarly the fast Fourier transform of the current can also be stored and calculated in the block at the corresponding cycle. The DARAM can be accessed by the internal program, data, or  DMA buses just like the SARAM. 

Table 5-2. DARAM Blocks


		CPU      


BYTE ADDRESS RANGE

		MEMORY BLOCK

		APPLICATION OF MEMORY



		000000h - 001FFFh

		DARAM 0

		FFT OF VOLTAGE



		002000h - 003FFFh

		DARAM 1

		FFT OF CURRENT



		004000h - 005FFFh

		DARAM 2

		



		006000h - 007FFFh

		DARAM 3

		



		008000h - 009FFFh

		DARAM 4

		



		00A000h - 00BFFFh

		DARAM 5

		



		00C000h - 00DFFFh

		DARAM 6

		



		00E000h - 00FFFFh

		DARAM 7
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CHAPTER VI

VERIFICATIONS AND TESTING

           Since the resultant data from the DSP board can’t be transferred to the personal computer all the time, the GUI-panel may be used to request the data. In this chapter, the simulation results of the various waveforms of the voltage and current are shown with the following examples. In the first testing, the sinusoidal 100Hz frequency of output voltage and the sinusoidal 50Hz frequency with 3rd and 5th harmonics of output current are generated using data acquisition board. The amplitude of the voltage and current from the data acquisition board can be considered as 2V. The scaling factor for 2V is approximately equal to 0.049. Therefore the amplitude of the generated signal is 311V in both waveforms. The simulated voltage and current waveforms and their corresponding FFT magnitudes are illustrated in Fig.6-1.
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      (a) Simple sinusoidal 100Hz frequency of voltage waveform
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(b) FFT magnitude of voltage in Fig (a)


         The equation for generating the analog current signal is described in equation (6.1)
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                (6.1)


In the above equation, the fundamental frequency is 50Hz, the amplitude of the 3rd harmonics is 1/10 times of the fundamental frequency and the amplitude of the 5th harmonics is 1/15 times of the fundamental frequency.  Therefore the amplitude of the FFT spectrum at the frequency of 150Hz is approximately equal to 31.1V and at the frequency of 250Hz is approximately equal to 20.7V. It can be illustrated in Fig.6-1 (d). 
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(c) Sinusoidal frequency 50Hz with 3rd and 5th harmonics of current waveform
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 (d) FFT magnitude of current in Fig (c)


Figure.6-1.Measured several waveforms from experiment


          In the next testing, the pure sinusoidal waveform 50Hz frequency and the square waveform of 25Hz frequency from 10ms to 20ms can be considered as the analog output voltage and current. The analog output current pulse can be generated by the following equation:
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which means that the amplitude of current signal  increases at t=10ms and decreases at t=20ms. According to the above testing, the simulated values of voltage and current waveforms and the corresponding FFT magnitude of voltage and current are illustrated in Figure.6-2. Note that the FFT of the current in Fig.6-2(d) follows the 
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shape which agrees with theory.
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         (a)   Pure sinusoidal waveform of 50Hz frequency of analog output voltage
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(b) FFT magnitude of voltage in Fig. (a)
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 (c)     Square waveform from 10ms to 20ms of output current with 25Hz

                     frequency
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 (d) FFT magnitude of current in Fig (c)

Figure.6-2.Measured waveforms from testing

           In the next experiment, the sinusoidal waveform of 50Hz frequency with 3rd harmonics of analog output current is generated in Fig.6-3 (a) with its FFT output shown in Fig.6-3(b). The equation for generating the analog output current with 3rd harmonics is
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                                           (6.3)


where the amplitude of the 3rd harmonics is half of the fundamental frequency. So the amplitude of FFT spectrum of the 3rd harmonics is approximately equal to half of the amplitude of current at the frequency of 50 Hz. The simulated values of voltage and current and their respective FFT magnitudes can be produced in the following Figure.6-3. 

                  A 50Hz sinusoidal wave with 80% under voltage at 100ms of analog output voltage can be tested. The analog output voltage signal has a period of 100ms can be generated with the following equation: 
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                       (6.4)


where 

[image: image14.wmf]f


 is the fundamental frequency and its value is 50Hz. In this case when the time is at 100ms, the amplitude is 0.8 less than the value of the sinusoidal waveform. Therefore the amplitude of the voltage waveform is decreased until about 60 V at t=100ms. 
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(a) Current waveform of sinusoidal wave 50Hz frequency with 3rd harmonics
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(b) FFT magnitude of current in Fig (a)
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    (c) Voltage waveform of sinusoidal wave with 80% under voltage at 100ms


Figure.6-3. Measured waveforms from testing


           In the next experiment, the sinusoidal 100Hz frequency with 20% overvoltage at 25ms of analog output voltage and the sinusoidal 50Hz frequency decrease in current at 10ms of analog output current can be tested. The analog output voltage can be calculated as the following formula:
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                   (6.5)

where the amplitude of the voltage waveform  is increased in  20% of  the value of the pure sinusoidal waveform at t=25ms. The sinusoidal wave 50Hz frequency decrease in current at 10ms can be evaluated with the equation:
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                              (6.6)


where the amplitude of the current waveform  is decreased in 1/2 times of the reference input value when t is equal to 10ms. The fundamental frequency used in this equation is 50Hz. The simulated results of voltage and current by using Matlab programming can be shown in Figure.6-4. 
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(a) Sinusoidal waveform of 100Hz frequency with 20% overvoltage at 25ms
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(b)    Sinusoidal wave 50Hz frequency decrease in current at 10ms


Figure.6-4. Measured waveforms from testing

            In accordance with the following Figure.6-5, not only the measured waveforms of voltage and current but also the FFT magnitudes can be produced. The 50Hz sinusoidal waveform with 20th harmonics of analog output voltage and the sawtooth wave of 100Hz frequency of analog output current can be generated. The 50Hz sinusoidal waveform with 20th harmonics of analog output voltage can be generated by the following equation:
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                                      (6.7)


where the fundamental frequency is 50Hz. The amplitude of the FFT spectrum is approximately equivalent to the value of 31.1 Volt at the frequency of 1000Hz. This can be shown in Figure.6-4 (b).
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(a) Sinusoidal waveform 50Hz frequency with 20th harmonics
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(b)  FFT magnitude of voltage in Fig (a)
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(c) Sawtooth waveform with 100Hz frequency
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(d)   FFT magnitude of current in Fig (c)

Figure.6-5. Measured waveforms from experiment
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

            This dissertation focuses on two platforms for developing and testing a power quality meter. Many designers or manufacturers face with power quality problems because many power electronics equipments are very sensitive to power system disturbances. Therefore some power quality disturbances faced with in utilities as well as industries and how to monitor these problems are given in Chapter 2. There are many algorithms for implementing a power quality meter on a personal computer. In order to implement the various algorithms, such as calculating fast Fourier transform (FFT) and RMS values of sample voltage and current , the manual calculation of FFT and RMS will be needed to compute. Therefore the literature review of FFT and RMS value calculation are discussed  in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4,  the internal block diagram of the power quality meter that is the important part in this dissertation is described. In this chapter, the two major platforms such as PQ platform used for PQ measurement with its some specific specifications and arbitrary platform used for testing with its general specifications  are explained in details. In real situation, it is difficult to find various conditions for testing a power quality meter. So  arbitrary waveform generator will be needed with large memory for storing sample data. 

           The analog input signals of voltage and current generated from a personal computer  using digital to analog converter called DAQ board may be sent to the analog-to-digital converter. And then the digitized value of voltage and current may be sent to the digital signal processor for performing digital calculations to obtain the desired PQ parameters. The designer can write a program on a personal computer  to implement various algorithms such calculating FFT , RMS, power factor, and any other values of voltage and current and download the program on the DSP board for execution via a black USB.  The hardware description of the board is given in Chapter 5. In this portion the important part of the dsp board such as dsp chip, FFT hardware accelerator built in dsp chip, memory allocation in the block and interfaced peripherals is described. The generated analog output signals of voltage and current 


from the data acquisition board are compared with the data produced from the DSP board by using the GUI panel in  MATLAB programming in Chapter 6, based on simulation results. 
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APPENDIX A

MATLAB Programming for Calculating the FFT value 



  % Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

gui_Singleton = 1;

gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ...

                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ...

                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @PQ_GUI_PANEL_OpeningFcn, ...

                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @PQ_GUI_PANEL_OutputFcn, ...

                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ...

                   'gui_Callback',   []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})

    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});

end

 if nargout

    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

else

    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});

end

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

 %% --- Executes just before PQ_GUI_PANEL is made visible.

function PQ_GUI_PANEL_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.

% hObject    handle to figure

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% varargin   command line arguments to PQ_GUI_PANEL (see VARARGIN)

clc;

global SerialObj sine_data cosine_data;

 % Choose default command line output for PQ_GUI_PANEL

handles.output = hObject;

% Update handles structure

guidata(hObject, handles);

 % UIWAIT makes PQ_GUI_PANEL wait for user response (see UIRESUME)

% uiwait(handles.figure1);

 % Define parameter for serial object

COMPORT = 'COM4';

% Baudrate = 9600;

% Baudrate = 57600;

Baudrate = 115200;

DataBits = 8;

None = 'none';

StopBits = 1;

% ByteOrder = 'bigEndian';

ByteOrder = 'littleEndian';

InputBufferSize = 40000;

OutputBufferSize = 1000;

Timeout = 4;

 disp(['Create SerialObj ',COMPORT]);

SerialObj = serial(COMPORT);

set(SerialObj,'baudrate',Baudrate,...

               'dataBits',DataBits,...

               'flowControl',None,...

               'parity',None,...

               'stopBits',StopBits,...

               'byteOrder',ByteOrder,...

               'inputBufferSize',InputBufferSize,...

               'outputBufferSize',OutputBufferSize,...

               'Timeout',Timeout);

set(handles.Comport_tb, 'String', COMPORT);

set(handles.ComStatus, 'String', get(SerialObj,'Status'));

disp(['COMPORT Status = ',get(SerialObj,'status')]);

disp('Opening PQ_GUI_PANEL');

%% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function Graph_menu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Graph_menu (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

global SelectNum;

% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows.

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

set(hObject,'String',strvcat('DATA Voltage',...

                             'DATA Current',...

                             'FFT_Voltage_Real',...

                             'FFT_Voltage_Imag',...

                             'FFT_Current_Real',...

                             'FFT_Current_Imag'));

SelectNum = get(hObject,'Value');

disp('Graph Menu Create');

 %% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function Graph1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Graph1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

global LevelZoom;

% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate Graph1

 LevelZoom = 1;

 %% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.

function Filename_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Filename (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.

%       See ISPC and COMPUTER.

if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))

    set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

 %% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.

function varargout = PQ_GUI_PANEL_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);

% hObject    handle to figure

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

 % Get default command line output from handles structure

varargout{1} = handles.output;

disp(datestr(now));

 %% --- Executes on selection change in Graph_menu.

function Graph_menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Graph_menu (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global SelectNum;

% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns Graph_menu contents as cell array

%        contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from Graph_menu

MenuSelect = cellstr(get(hObject,'String'));

SelectNum = get(hObject,'Value');

set(handles.SystemMsg,'String', MenuSelect{SelectNum});

% disp(['Graph Menu Changed to ' MenuSelect{SelectNum}]);

 %% --- Executes on button press in View_pb.

function View_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to View_pb (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLA

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global read_data3 read_data4 fft_V fft_I LevelZoom;

 % change sampling rate here

sampling_rate = 3200;

time = (1:3200)/sampling_rate;

 % change frequency domain

sample = 512;

freq = (1:sample);

freq = (freq -1 )*sampling_rate/2/(sample-1);

axes(handles.Graph1);

num = get(handles.Graph_menu,'Value');

% disp(num);

switch num

    case 1

        plot(read_data3);

%         set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[0 3200]);

        set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[400 800]);

        LevelZoom = 4;

    case 2

        plot(read_data4);

%         set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[0 3200]);

        set(handles.Graph1,'YLim',[-30000 30000],'XLim',[400 800]);

        LevelZoom = 4;

    case 3

        plot(freq,fft_V.real);

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]);

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]);

    case 4

        plot(freq,fft_I.imag);

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]);

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]);

    case 5

        plot(freq,fft_V.real);

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]);

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]);

    case 6

        plot(freq,fft_I.imag);

%         set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 1024]);

        set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[0 sampling_rate/2]);

end

 set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','Push View Button');

% disp('Push View Button');

 %% --- Executes on button press in Comport_tb.

function Comport_tb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Comport_tb (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global SerialObj;

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of Comport_tb

 ComStatus = get(hObject,'Value');

if(ComStatus)

    fopen(SerialObj);

    if(strcmp(get(SerialObj,'Status'),'open'))

        disp('COMPORT CONNECTED');

        set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','COMPORT CONNECT SUCCESSFULL');

%         fprintf(SerialObj,'%s','p');

    else

        set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','CANNOT CONNECT TO COMPORT');

        set(hObject,'Value', 0);

    end

else

    fclose(SerialObj);

    if(strcmp(get(SerialObj,'Status'),'closed'))

        disp('COMPORT DISCONNECTED');

        set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','DISCONNECT TO COMPORT');

    end

end

set(handles.ComStatus,'String',get(SerialObj,'Status'));

% disp(['Toggle Comport ',num2str(ComStatus)]);

 %% --- Executes on button press in Update_pb.

function Update_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Update_pb (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global SerialObj read_data1 read_data2 read_data3 read_data4 fft_I fft_V;

% cmd = 'P';

data_1_sec = 3200;

data_len = 1024*2;

 % disp('Push Update Button');

set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','Push Update Button');

while(get(SerialObj,'BytesAvailable') < 1)

    fwrite(SerialObj,13);

    pause(3);

end

 % header = fscanf(SerialObj,'%s',6);

% set(handles.SystemMsg,'String',header);

% fprintf(SerialObj,'%s',cmd);

 % read FFT_I from DSP Board

[read_data1,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_len,'int16');

disp(['fft_result_I = ' num2str(count)]);

 % read FFT_V from DSP Board

[read_data2,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_len,'int16');

disp(['fft_result_V = ' num2str(count)]);

 % read Data Voltage from DSP Board

[read_data3,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_1_sec,'int16');

disp(['adc_data_V = ' num2str(count)]);

% read Data Current from DSP Board

[read_data4,count] = fread(SerialObj,data_1_sec,'int16');

disp(['adc_data_I = ' num2str(count)]);

 % read Calculate Data from DSP Board

Data1 = fread(SerialObj,3,'uint32');

tmp = fread(SerialObj,8,'uint32');

% result = ['Volt = ' int2str(Data(1)); 'Current = ' int2str(Data(2))];

% set(handles.DataMsg,'String',['DATA RESULT'; int2str(Data); int2str(Data2)]);

byte = get(SerialObj,'BytesAvailable');

disp(['Over_data = ' num2str(byte)]);

if(byte~=0)

    fread(SerialObj,byte,'char');

    set(handles.SystemMsg,'String',['Read Data Left ' num2str(byte)]);

else

%     fft_V = struct('real',read_data2(2:2:2048),'imag',read_data2(1:2:2048));

%     fft_I = struct('real',read_data1(2:2:2048),'imag',read_data1(1:2:2048));

    fft_V = struct('real',read_data2(2:2:1024),'imag',read_data2(1:2:1024));

    fft_I = struct('real',read_data1(2:2:1024),'imag',read_data1(1:2:1024));

    ActPower = tmp(2)*2^32 + tmp(1);

    AprPower = tmp(4)*2^32 + tmp(3);

    EGY_Sum = tmp(6)*2^32 + tmp(5);

    EGY = tmp(8)*2^32 + tmp(7);

%     Data2 = [tmp(1)+tmp(2)*65536; tmp(3)+tmp(4)*65536; tmp(5)+tmp(6)*65536; tmp(7)+tmp(8)*65536];

%     disp(int2str(Data1));

%     disp(int2str(Data2));

    Sdata = struct('Volt_RMS',Data1(1),...

                'Current_RMS',Data1(2),...

                'PowerFactor',Data1(3),...

                'ActPower',ActPower,...

                'AprPower',AprPower,...

                'EGY_Sum',EGY_Sum,...

                'EGY',EGY);

    set(handles.SystemMsg,'String','Read Data Success.');

    Result = strvcat(int2str(Sdata.Volt_RMS),...

                     int2str(Sdata.Current_RMS),...

                     int2str(Sdata.PowerFactor),...

                     int2str(Sdata.ActPower),...

                     int2str(Sdata.AprPower),...

                     int2str(Sdata.EGY_Sum),...

                     int2str(Sdata.EGY));

%     disp(Result);

    set(handles.DataMsg,'String',Result);

end

function Filename_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Filename (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global FileName index;

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of Filename as text

%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of Filename as a double

 FileName=get(hObject,'String');

index = 0;

set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','green');

 %% --- Executes on button press in Save_pb.

function Save_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Save_pb (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global FileName index read_data1 read_data2 read_data3 read_data4;

 FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt'];

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+');

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data1);

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']);

fclose(FileObj);

index = index+1;

FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt'];

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+');

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data2);

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']);

fclose(FileObj);

index = index+1;

FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt'];

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+');

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data3);

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']);

fclose(FileObj);

index = index+1;

FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt'];

FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+');

fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data4);

fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']);

fclose(FileObj);

% index = index+1;

% FileID=[FileName int2str(index) '.txt'];

% FileObj=fopen(FileID,'a+');

% fprintf(FileObj,'%d\n',read_data5);

% fprintf(FileObj,[datestr(now) '\n']);

% fclose(FileObj);

Status = ['File ' FileName ' Save'];

set(handles.SystemMsg,'String',Status);

 %% --- Executes on button press in Zoom_pb.

function Zoom_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Zoom_pb (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global LevelZoom XLim SelectNum;

 axes(handles.Graph1);

 if(SelectNum<3)

    switch LevelZoom

        case 1

            Left = 0;

            Right = 1600;

            LevelZoom = 2;

        case 2

            Left = 0;

            Right = 800;

            LevelZoom = 3;

        case 3

            Left = 0;

            Right = 400;

            LevelZoom = 4;

        case 4

            Left = 0;

            Right = 200;

            LevelZoom = 5;

        case 5

            Left = 0;

            Right = 100;

            LevelZoom = 6;

        case 6

            Left = 0;

            Right = 3200;

            LevelZoom = 1;

    end

    XLim = [Left, Right];

    set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',[Left Right]);

end

%% --- Executes on button press in Next_pb.

function Next_pb_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to Next_pb (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global LevelZoom SelectNum XLim;

 axes(handles.Graph1);

 Left    = XLim(1);

Right   = XLim(2);

Width   = Right-Left;

 if(LevelZoom ~= 1) && (SelectNum<3)

    if(Right<3200)

        Left = Left+Width;

        Right = Right+Width;

    else

        Left = 0;

        Right = Width;

    end

    XLim = [Left Right];

    set(handles.Graph1,'XLim',XLim);

end

%% --- Executes when user attempts to close figure1.

function figure1_CloseRequestFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to figure1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

global SerialObj;

 % Hint: delete(hObject) closes the figure

delete(hObject);

clear all;

clc;

 %% --- Executes during object deletion, before destroying properties.

function figure1_DeleteFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

% hObject    handle to figure1 (see GCBO)

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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Abstract— A hardware platform suitable for developing a two phase power quality (PQ) meter is described. It is based on a DSP development board having two 16 bit 20KSample/Sec ADC channels and a USB 2.0 port. The designer can write a C program on a personal computer to implement various algorithms, such as calculating FFT and RMS values, and download the program to the DSP board for execution. To test whether the developed PQ meter works correctly, another platform or test bench for generating arbitrary waveforms is described. It consists of a data acquisition (DAQ) board that is connected with a personal computer. Waveforms of arbitrary shapes such as pure sinusoidal of any frequency, harmonics of any order, voltage sag and transient can be programmed on the computer and download to the DAQ board in real time. Using these flexible platforms, the development of a PQ meter with various features can be easily constructed and tested.


. 


I.  Introduction 


  The increases in using power electronic devices (such as inverters) and installing varying renewable energy power plants (such as wind or solar) have significantly deteriorated the power quality (PQ) [1] of a power distribution line because they usually inject harmonics and produce high switching frequencies. Other examples of PQ problems are transient spike [2] due to lightning and high power switching supply, high power switching power supply, voltage sag/swell [3] due to large motor operations. The waveforms associated with these PQ  problems are shown in Fig. 1 (a)  to (d).
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Fig .1  Examples of AC waveforms with PQ problems

Poor power quality can cause malfunctions in sensitive devices or equipments such as those found in high tech industries. Moreover most of modern equipments have become the major sources of the degradation of PQ. For example, power converters and variable speed drives produce distortions in the supply current and voltage waveforms. This situation arises in every place including consumer houses as shown in Fig. 2 where consumer equipments such as washing machine, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), air conditioning, etc. are used.
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Fig. 2 Power quality problem due to domestic appliances

It is therefore important to monitor PQ in real time because this can help the utilities as well as industries to detect and correct power quality problem quickly. The equipment for this purpose is called a PQ meter.  Parameters measured by a typical PQ meter are

      (a) Active and reactive energy / power usages


      (b) RMS values of voltage / current and its

           power factor


      (c) Line frequency


      (d) Harmonic contents of voltage / current


      (e) Abnormalities, e.g. sag, swell, flicker, spike,


           blackout


 Although there commercial PQ meters [4] available, they are mostly designed for industrial uses at a relatively cost for household applications. Hence it is too costly to install this PQ meters on a large scale. As part of an on-going research project in smart grid [5], the embedded system laboratory of Chulalongkorn University plans to design and construct a prototype smart meter [6] with PQ measurement capability. Two platforms of the project will be described in this paper, one for measuring the PQ parameters (Section II) and the other for generating the test waveforms (Section III). 

II. A DSP based platform for PQ measurement

  Fig. 3 shows the connection and internal blocks of the PQ meter being developed. As the most computational demand of the meter is in the calculation of the harmonic contents in the voltage and current waveforms using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [7], a powerful digital signal processor (DSP) is selected as opposed to conventional microcontrollers (MCU).

 To save effort time, the DSP development board TMS320C5515 [8], shown as the top board of Fig. 4, is selected as the main platform. This DSP development board consists of several components that are suitable to implement the PQ meter. They are

a) A low power 16-bit fixed point DSP running at 100MHz. It has an internal 128KB ROM and 192KB RAM.


b)  An FFT accelerator for FFT calculation built-in the DSP chip. 

c) 128MB RAM, 16MB flash and 256KB EEPROM on board memory 
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Fig. 3 The internal blocks of a PQ meter

d) 128 x 128 map color LCD display


e) USB 2.0, RS232, SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface)


f) JTAG for program downloading and debugging


g) MMC/SD connector for additional external storage

[image: image7.jpg]

Fig. 4 The DSP and ADC boards for developing a PQ meter

The bottom board of Fig. 4 performs analog to digital conversion (ADC) of voltage and current waveforms obtained from the voltage and current sensors using transformers. It employs ADC 8556 chip [9] which has 6 analog inputs (of which two channels are used), a maximum sampling rate of 250 kHz and 16 bit resolution. Digitized data are multiplexed and serially read through the SPI port of the DSP. The full sampling rate is used to capture transient waveform as short as 4uS. However, the DSP is programmed to down sample it to 10KSamples/Sec before applying 1000 points (5 cycles) FFT algorithm to yield up to 30th harmonic components. 

III. A Platform for arbitrary waveform generator

 Since it is difficult to find various conditions for testing a PQ meter in the real situation, an instrumental setup or test bench as shown in Fig. 5 is built up in the laboratory.
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Fig. 5 Test bench for testing a PQ meter


The test bench utilizes a signal generator for generating waveforms that simulate voltage and current needed to test a PQ meter under various situations such as harmonics and spike. Such a waveform must be easily programmable and may have a period much longer than 20mS to cover abnormally like sag and flicker [10]. Hence the test bench needs an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) with large memory for storing sampled data. In this work, the AWG should be able to generate a spike with as short duration as 4uS and a waveform with period as long as 100S to cover sag and flicker conditions. With 16 bits (2 Bytes) per sample, the total memory depth or the AWG must be 2x100S/0.4uS or 500MB. Such a large amount of memory is hard to find in a conventional AWG [11] which is also expensive. Therefore a low cost with high flexible AWG is developed for this PQ test bench. It uses a high speed data acquisition (DAQ) module NI USB 6341 [12] with high speed USB connection with a personal computer as shown in Fig. 6 This DAQ module has the following specifications

a) 16 bit resolution/sample


b) Two analog outputs

c) +/- 10Volt maximum


d) 900 KSample/Second


e) USB 2.0 with high speed (450Mbit/Sec) data transfer 


f) Bus powered (USB) with no need for extra DC supply
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Fig. 6 A DAQ based arbitrary waveform generator


Using LABVIEW [13] graphical programming, waveforms of arbitrary shape can be created using digitized data or basic waveforms operations and stored in the memory of the personal computer. Using 2GB or more, an arbitrary waveform of 1000 sec duration with as small as 1uS time step can be synthesized. These data are then transferred to USB 6341 to generate the waveform with repetition. Let
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 for a 50 Hz sinusoidal waveform with amplitude of 2Volt but has a 1V sag at 
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for a 50Hz sinusoidal waveform with an impulse at time T.

IV    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND

                              CONCLUSION

        The design and construction of a PQ meter requires knowledge in several areas. They include embedded system technology, algorithm and software development. A DSP platform is required to construct a prototype meter and another DAQ platform is used to set up waveforms for testing it. Measured PQ dara can be stored in the memory within the board which is large enough to hold for a long time. However when this memory is full, additional memory can be inserted on the board. Future work includes adding 2.4 GHz RF Zigbee [14] or Power line communication (PLC) [15] modules for remote reading. Some experimental results of power line waveforms are depicted based on DSP processor (TMS320C5515 EVM) as shown in Fig.7.
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Fig.7 Sample Result
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